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An index to selected news releases
issued by NASA Headquarters during 1995.
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Scientific and Technical Information Office
Washington, DC 1996
This publication was prepared by the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information,
800 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934, (301) 621-0390.
INTRODUCTION
This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases contains a listing of news releases distributed by
the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, during 1995. This index supplements the previous
issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966, and the
supplements for 1967 through 1994.
The index is arranged in six sectionsmSubject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches (see notes below), and News Releases.
Section 1, Subject Index, contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading the user will find applicable references to news
releases and speeches containing information on that subject entry and, in many cases, cross-
references to related subject headings. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news
release number, and reference section, such as 06 for Section 6, News Releases.
Two types of cross-references are used:
S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found--
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.




Section 2, Personal Names Index, contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the indexed items. Each entry contains the title, accession number, news
release number, and the reference section.
Section 3, New Release Number Index, lists all numbered NASA News Releases arranged in news
release number order, with the corresponding accession and reference numbers.
Section 4, Accession Number Index, lists all items indexed in this publication arranged in accession
number order. Each entry contains the reference section and the corresponding news release
number.
Section 5, Speeches. Listing of speeches has been discontinued.
Section 6, News Releases, lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release reference contains the title, date of release, news release number, if any,
and other reference information.
Copies of documents listed in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Center for AeroSpace Information (CASl), 800 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum Heights, MD
21090-2934. Requests for copies of the index itself should also be addressed to CASI via letter,
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SECT,O.1 SUBJECT INDEX
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES 1995 MAY 1996
Typical Subject Index Listing
ADVANCED CONCEPTS RESEARCH PROJECTS
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
OLICITED





The title of the news release is used as the prime
retrieval point. The accession number is located
at the bottom right of the entry, followed by
a two-digit number (06) identifying the index
section where a more detailed citation appears.





ADVAN. SAT. FOR COSMOLOGY & ASTROPHYSICS
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
{NASA RELEASE-95-2081 P95-10208 06
ADVANCED CONCEPTS RESEARCH PROJECTS
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
{NASA RELEASE-95-1651 P95-10165 06
ADVANCED GEN. AVIATION TRANS. EXPER,
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
i NASA RELEASE-95-1281 P95-10128 06
ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
[NASA RELEASE-95-4J P95-10004 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
I NASA RELEASE-95-203 } P95-10203 06
ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR/SHUTTLE/
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
INASA RELEASE-95-60] P95-10060 06
ADVANCED STOVL AIRCRAFT
S STOVL AIRCRAFT
ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
S X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
AERODYNAMIC TEST RANGE
S EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
AERODYNAMICS
SA SUPERSONICS
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-165} P95-10165 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
NASA RELEASE-95-1941 P95-10194 06
AEROENVIRONMENT, INC., MONROVIA, CA.
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET (N
NASA TEST FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95-10152 06
AEROMOVER SYS. CORP., DEXTER, MI.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STFR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
NASA RELEASE-95-119} P95-10119 06
AERONAUTICS
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
AEROVIRONMENT, INC., PASADENA, CALIF.
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95-10152 06
AGATE
S ADVANCED GEN. AVIATION TRANS. EXPER.
AGENCY-WIDE DISTRIBUTION ENVIRONMENT
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154} P95-10154 06
AGENZIA SPAZIALE ITALIANA
S ITALIAN SPACE AGENCY
AGREEMENTS
SA INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
INASA RELEASE-95-11 P95-10001 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
INASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-33 } P95-10033 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-95-38{ P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
[NASA RELEASE-95-401 P95-10040 06
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-51} P95-10051 06
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-62} P95-10062 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82} I)95 -10082 06
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-95-134} P95-10134 06
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT




SA CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
SA VANDENBERG AFB, CALIF.
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
INASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-180] P95-10180 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
{NASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
AIR POLLUTION
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-681 P95-10068 06
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE R EDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-691 P95-10069 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SA TERMINAL RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
/TRACON/
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-10066 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-95-1501 P95-10150 06
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1981 P95-10198 06
AIRBORNE RES. ASSOCS., WESTON, MA.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STFR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
AIRBORNE RESEARCH FACILITIES
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-79} P95-10079 06
AIRBORNE TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPER
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES

























NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
( NASA RELEASE-95-1491 1:)95-10149 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1751 P95-t0175 06
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-1071 P95-10107 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
INASA RELEASE-95-1291 P95-10129 06
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
INASA RELEASE-95-1941 P95-10194 06
AIRCRAFT NOISE
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
[NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1841 P95-10184 06
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203J 1>95-10203 06
AIRCRAFT TESTS
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1751 P95-10175 06
AIRCRAFT WINGS
SA DELTA WINGS
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES





S DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
AIRSAR
S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
ALABAMA A. AND M. UNIV.
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-78J P95-10078 06
ALASKA UNIV.
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S,
FOR FIRST TIME
NASA RELEASE-95-84] P95-10084 06
ALIGNMENT
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
NASA RELEASE-95-10J P95-10010 06
ALL SKY MONITORING
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-95-1621 I°95-10162 06
ALLIED SIGNAL TECHNICAL SERVICES CORP.
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSlGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
NASA RELEASE-95-36) P95-10036 06
ALPHA MAGNETIC SPECTROMETER
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-157J P95-10t57 06
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-87] P95-10087 06
tUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
[NASA RELEASE-95-1701 P95-10170 06
AMERICAN TECH. INITIATIVE FOR AEROSPACE
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
INASA RELEASE-95-1281 P95-10128 06
AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA.
SA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH LAB, ARC
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
NASA RELEASE-95-4 P95-10004 06
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
NASA RELEASE-95-14 1:)95-10014 06
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19 P95-10019 06
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-20 P95-10020 06
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-24 P95-10024 06
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
NASA RELEASE-95-34 P95-10034 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-57 P95-10057 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
NASA RELEASE-95_o6 t)95-10066 06
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
NASA RELEASE-95-69 1>95-10069 06
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
NASA RELEASE-95-110J P95-10110 06
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
NASA RELEASE-95-1151 P95-10115 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
NASA RELEASE-95-117J P95-10117 06
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
NASA RELEASE-95-137] P95-10137 06
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
NASA RELEASE-95-1431 P95-10143 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
NASA RELEASE-95-169[ P95-10169 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
NASA RELEASE-95-175] P95-10175 06
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
NASA RELEASE-9_198] P95-10198 06
AMHERST SYS. INC., BUFFALO, NY.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214J P95-10214 06
ANTELOPE VALLEY UNION HS DISTRICT, CA.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-113J P95-10113 06
ANTENNAS
EUROPEAN CASSlNI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-118J P95-10118 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-193[ P95-10193 06
ANTIMAI"rER
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
SA FUNDING
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-73] P95-10073 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
{ NASA RELEASE-95-92 J P95-10092 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-991 P95-10099 06
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1651 1:)95-10165 06
ARC
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD,
CA
ARCHEOLOGY
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-12J P95-10012 06
ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
INASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06
ARIZONA
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT Sco_rSDALE
FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-116] 1>95-10116 06
ARIZONA STATE UNIV. TEMPE
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
ARNAV SYSTEMS, INC. PUYALLUP, WA
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STrR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214J P95-10214 06
ARPA
S ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
ASRM
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES. IN ASTRON.
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
INASA RELEASE-95-311 P95-10031 06
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
INASA RELEASE-95-411 P95-10041 06
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
INASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
ASTEROIDS
SA EARTH CROSSING ASTEROIDS
SA TOUTATIS ASTEROID
SA VESTA ASTEROID
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT




NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
ASTRO_2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-871 P95-10087 06
ASTRO-1
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
ASTRO-2
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-87J P95-10087 06
ASTRONAUT PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES




TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
INASA RELEASE-95-31 P95-10003 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-6i P95-10006 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY: LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
INASA RELEASE-95-391 P95-10039 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-156} P95-10156 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-166] P95-10166 06
ASTRONAUTS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-9J P95-10009 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-95-251 P95-10025 06
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
NASA RELEASE-95-36 P95-10036 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
I NASA RELEASE-95-391 P95-10039 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
I NASA RELEASE-95-55 P95-10055 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-631 P95-10063 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71} P95-10071 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77 P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-81 P95-10081 06
REIGHTLER, RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
INASA RELEASE-95-1041 P95-10104 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-1561 P95-10156 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-95-161 [ P95-10161 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-166J P95-10166 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
]NASA RELEASE-95-1911 P95-10191 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
INASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
ASTRONOMERS
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA







HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
I NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
ASTROPHYSICS
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
I NASA RELEASE-95-170 } P95-10170 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-206) P95-10206 06
ATLANTIS
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
I NASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTFLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-59} P95-10059 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
I NASA RELEASE-95-86} P95-10086 06
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
ATM






HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-531 P95-10053 06
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-17} P95-10017 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176} P95-10176 06
ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1761 P95-10176 06
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
iNASA RELEASE-95-2151 1:>95-10215 06
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-43J P95-10043 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
INASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-17] P95-10017 06
ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
[NASA RELEASE-95-208] 1:>95-10208 06
ATMOSPHERIC SCATTERING
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-43J P95-10043 06
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
[NASA RELEASE-95-35J P95-10035 06
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-T} P95-10007 06
BIOGRAPHY
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
INASA RELEASE-95-351 P95-10035 06
AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS
SA VIDEO DISKS
NEW VlDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21 } P95-10021 06
AUDITS
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-92F P95-10092 06
AURA
S ASSOCIATION OF UNIV. FOR RES. IN ASTRON
AUSTRALIA
NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN
OUTBACK
INASA RELEASE-95-1871 P95-10187 06
AWARDS
SA CONTRACT AWARDS
SA GEORGE M LOW TROPHY
SA MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR
AWARD
SA PRESIDENTIAL DESIGN AWARD
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-48} P95-10048 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107i P95-10107 06
B
S-52 AIRCRAFT
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
INASA RELEASE-95-891 P95-10089 06
BALLOONS
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
]NASA RELEASE-95-144} P95-10144 06
BARSTOW HS, BARSTOW, CA.
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
[NASA RELEASE-95-141 I P95-10141 06
BECHTEL CORP., SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-14} P95-10014 06
BENNETT COLLEGE, N.C.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE*95-48] P95-10048 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES




HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
[NASA RELEASE-95-751 P95-10075 06
BIOENGINEERING
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
[NASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06
BIOGRAPHY
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
{NASA RELEASE-95-3J P95-10003 06
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-9J P95-10009 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
[NASA RELEASE-95-221 P95-10022 06
A-3
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
NASA RELEASE-95-25 P95-10025 06
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSlGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICE, _
NASA RELEASE-95-36 P95-10036 06
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
NASA RELEASE-95-42 P95-10042 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-50 P95-10050 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MtCROGRAVITY FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-63 P95-10063 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK IOOTH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71 P95-10071 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
NASA RELEASE-95-77 P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-95-81 P95-10081 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-90[ P95-10090 06
SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
[NASA RELEASE-95-102 P95-10102 06
REIGHTLER, RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
(NASA RELEASE-95-104 P95-10104 06
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
(NASA RELEASE-95-105J P95-10105 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121) P95-10121 06
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD
{NASA RELEASE-95-126] P95-10126 06
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
{NASA RELEASE-95-139[ P95-10139 06
MULVILLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
[NASA RELEASE-95-140} P95-10140 06
ASTRONAUT BAGIAN JOINS EPA
{NASA RELEASE-95-142} P95-10142 06
NASA PIONEER WALTER C. WILLIAMS DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-179] P95-10179 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
(NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
BIOINSTRUMENTATION
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
[NASA RELEASE-95-37) P95-10037 06
BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
SA PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
(NASA RELEASE-95-57[ P95-10057 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-95-1511 P95-I0151 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-57} P95-10057 06
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN CANISTERS/BRIC/
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995




HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
I NASA RELEASE-95-132] P95-10132 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
BIOREACTORS
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS





SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SA MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
{ NASA RELEASE-95-201 P95-10020 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-95-137] P95-10137 06
BIRDS
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-57[ P95-10057 06
BIRTH
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
BLACK HOLES/ASTRONOMY/
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
I NASA RELEASE-95-162] P95-10162 06
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-216] P95-10216 06
BLUE STARS
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
(NASA RELEASE-95-120( P95-10120 06
BOEING DEFENSE AND SPACE GROUP
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-2] P95-10002 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
INASA RELEASE-95-45[ P95-10045 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-138[ P95-10138 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-95-161[ P95-10161 06
BONE DEMINERAMZATION
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
JNASA RELEASE-95-20[ P95-10020 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
(NASA RELEASE-95-121[ P95-10121 06
BONE STIFFNESS ANALYZER
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-20[ P95-10020 06
BONES
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT





ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212[ P95-10212 06
BROWN UNIV., PROVIDENCE, R.I.
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
(NASA RELEASE-95-1341 P98-10134 06
BUDGETS
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
S FUNDING
BUIST ACADEMY, CHARLESTON, SC.
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
INASA RELEASE-95-181[ 1:)95-10181 06
C
C-130 AIRCRAFT
NASA C-130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-116[ P95-10116 06
CALIFORNIA INST. OF TECHNOL, PASADENA
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[ NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-2041 P95-10204 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-212[ P95-10212 06
CAMFORNIA UNIV.
US, INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-24 1:'95-10024 06
CAUFORNIA UNIV., BERKELEY
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-214 P95-10214 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., LOS ANGELES
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-196 P95-10196 06
CAUFORNIA UNIV., SAN DIEGO
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10181 06
CALIFORNIA UNIV., SAN FRANCISCO
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
NASA RELEASE-95-137 P95-10137 06
CAMBODIA
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
NASA RELEASE-95-12 P95-10012 06
CAMERA TECHNOLOGY
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
NASA RELEASE-95-98 P95-10098 06
CAMERAS
SA WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
[NASA RELEASE-95_981 P95-10098 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-181 ] P95-10181 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1961 P95-10196 06
CANADA
SA CANADIAN SPACE AGENCY
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES






TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
INASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
CAPE CANAVERAL AIR FORCE STATION, FLA.
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
[NASA RELEASE-95-80} P95-10080 06
CAPE CANAVERAL, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
CAPE KENNEDY, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
CARBON DIOXIOE REMOVAL
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
{NASA RELEASE-95-218} P95-10218 06
CARBON MONOXIDE
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE




SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
[NASA RELEASE-95-72] P95-10072 06
EUROPEAN CASSlNI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-118 } P95-10118 06
CATHALYSIS
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
{NASA RELEASE-95-2181 P95-10218 06
CCD




CENTER FOR SPACE MICROELECTRONICS TECH.
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
{NASA RELEASE-95-98} P95-10098 06
CENTER-TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-10066 06
CENTER/TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM/CTAS/
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-198} P95-10198 06
CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-7} P95-10007 06
NASA AND cNEs SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[NASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06
CHAMPOLLIONICOMET LANDER/
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
I NASA RELEASE-95-1891 P95-10189 06
CHARGE COUPLED DEVICE
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
I NASA RELEASE-95-98] P95-10098 06
CHECKOUT
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
{NASA RELEASE-95-86J P95-10086 06
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
S OXIDATION
CHEMICAL SYSTEMS FOR SPACE POWER
S FUEL CELLS
CHICAGO, ILL.
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 I P95-10051 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
CISLUNAR AEROSPACE, INC., VALLEJO, CA.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-95-113J P95-10113 06
CITY COLLEGE OF NEW YORK
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
INASA RELEASE-95-106] P95-10106 06
CITY UNIV. OF NEW YORK
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-70 ] P95-10070 06
CLARK-ATLANTA UNIV., CA.
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-95-213] P95-10213 06
CLEAR LAKE, TEX.
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-6} P95-10006 06
CLIMATE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
{NASA RELEASE-95*31} PB5-10031 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
INASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
CLIMATE CHANGE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-7} P95-10007 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-431 P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-67} P95-10067 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
CLIMATOLOGY
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-431 P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-146J P95-10146 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
INASA RELEASE-95-159} P95-10159 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT




NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95.10043 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-202] P95-10202 06
CNES /FRANCE/
S CENTRE NATL. D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
CNSR
S ROSETTA MISSION
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY, VA.
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
[NASA RELEASE-95-144] P95-10144 06
CONESTOGA LAUNCH VEHICLES
COLUMBIA
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-49 ] P95-10049 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVlTY FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-63{ 1:=95-10063 06
COMET/SPACE EXPERIMENT MODULE/
S COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER
/COMET/
COMET COMPOSITION
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER




HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
{NASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[NASA RELEASE-95-189J P95-10189 06
COMMERCIAL EXPERIMENT TRANSPORTER/COMET/
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL. RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-95*44{ P95-10044 06
COMMUNICATION NETWORKS
S INTERNETS




'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-1651 P95-10165 06
COMPETITION
SA NASA/FAA GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN
COMP.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
INASA RELEASE-95-1071 P95-10107 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
INASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
INASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
COMPUTER NETWORKS
SA INTERNETS
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-106] P95-10106 06
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-66] P95-I0066 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STFR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
COMPUTERIZED SIMULATION
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14] 1:)95-10014 06
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06
CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176] 1:)95-10176 06
CONESTOGA LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS




S EAA FLY-IN CONV. & SPORT AVIATION EXHIB,
S TECH 2005
CONGENITAL ANOMALIES
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-g5-1371 P95-10137 06
CONGRESS, U.S.
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY







NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-2) 1:)95-10002 06
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
NASA RELEASE-95-161 P95-10016 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-301 P95-10030 06
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-9544] P95-10044 06
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
{NASA RELEASE-95-65} P95-10065 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-781 P95-10078 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103} 1>95-10103 06
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-1131 P95-10113 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SBIR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1831 P95-10183 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE I1 RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-199] P95-10199 06
CONTRACT EVALUATION
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
I NASA RELEASE-95-205} P95-10205 06
CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-10002 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-23} P95-10023 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
(NASA RELEASE-95-30} P95-10030 06
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-10205 (36
CONTRACT PROPOSALS
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
INASA RELEASE-95-651 P95-10065 06
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95o158] P95-10158 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE II RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
iNASA RELEASE-95-199] P95-10199 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH US. ALLIANCE
INASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-10205 06
CONTRACT SPECIFICATIONS
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
INASA RELEASE-95-16[ P95-10016 06
CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
{NASA RELEASE-95-65} P95-10065 06
CONTROL SYSTEMS
SA AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
SA AIRCRAFT CONTROL
SA PROPULSION CONTROL
SA TERMINAL RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
/TRACON/
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-149J P95-10149 06
CONTROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS







REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1 } P95-10001 06
NASA AWARDS $71 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-1131 P95-10113 06
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-165} P95-10165 06
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED
INASA RELEASE-95-219} P95-10219 06
CORE SAMPLING
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-2091 P95-10209 06
CORNELL UNIV., N.Y.
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?




COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-209J P95-10209 06
COSMIC RAYS
SA GAMMA RAY BURSTS
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
INASA RELEASE-95-125} P95-10125 06
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
I NASA RELEASE-95-208] P95-10208 06
COSMONAUTS
SA STAR CITY, U.S.S.R.
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-156} 1:)95-10156 06
COST ANALYSIS
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
{NASA RELEASE-95-33] P95-10033 06
COST ESTIMATES
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
{ NASA RELEASE-95_5 J 1:)95-10065 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-921 P95-10092 06
COST REDUCTION
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
INASA RELEASE-95-60J P95-10060 06
SUBJECT INDEX
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
i NASA RELEASE-95-73 } P95-10073 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
{NASA RELEASE-95-167] P95-10167 06
COSTS
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED




NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
{ NASA RELEASE-95-186 J P95-10186 06
CRYOPOLYMERS, INC., ST. FRANClSVlLLE, LA.
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
INASA RELEASE-95-1861 P95-10186 06
CRYSTAL GROWTH
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MtCROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS




S CENTER-TRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM
CULTURE TECHNIQUES
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
CYGNUS CONSTELLATION
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-148J P95-10148 06
D
DARK MATTER
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-157J P95-I0157 06
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
S NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER,
GSFC
DATA BASES
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
{ NASA RELEASE-95_o6 J P95-10066 06
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-97} P95-10097 06
DATA STORAGE DEVICES
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-95-188] 1°95-10188 06
DBA SYSTEMS, INC., MELBOURNE, FL
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-68[ P95-10068 06
DC-XA
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-114} P95-10114 06
DC-8 AIRCRAFT
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
{NASA RELEASE-95-43J P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-671 P95-10067 06
DC-9 AIRCRAFT
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY






NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-155_ P95-10155 06
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-2041 P95-10204 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207} P95-10207 06
DEFENSE, DEPARTMENT OF




NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT




NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-661 P95-10066 06
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1981 P95-10198 06
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
S NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC
ADMIN.
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SA ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82 } P95-10082 06
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-91 ] P95-10091 06
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-1571 P95-10157 06
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
DESCENT ADVISOR
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT






S OPTICAL TRANSIENT DETECTOR
DEUTERIUM
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-206J P95-10206 06
DISCOVERY
RENDEZVOUS WiTH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUFFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUFFLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55} P95-10055 06
NASA ALTERS SHUFFLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE*95-59J P95-10059 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-209] P95-10209 06
DISCOVERY PROGRAM
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19J P95-10019 06
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
INASA RELEASE-95-94] P95-10094 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
DISEASES
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE




EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
INASA RELEASE-95-451 P95-10045 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
INASA RELEASE-95-861 P95-10086 06
DOD
S DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
DOE
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
INASA RELEASE-95-8] 1:)95-10008 06
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
INASA RELEASE-95-891 995-10089 06
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95o10152 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1751 P95-10175 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
{NASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
DSN






GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
{NASA RELEASE-95-1471 P95-10147 06
DWARF STARS
S BROWN DWARF STARS
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-51} P95-10051 06
E
EAA FLY-IN CONV. & SPORT AVIATION EXHIB.
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
[NASA RELEASE-95-119] 1:=95-10119 06
EAGLE NEBULA
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
[NASA RELEASE-95-1901 P95-10190 06
EARTH
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES




FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-681 P95-10068 06
EARTH CROSSING ASTEROIDS
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-1711 P95-10171 06
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
INASA RELEASE-95-541 P95-10054 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
INASA RELEASE-95-2021 1:)95-10202 06
EARTH OBSERVATIONS/FROM SPACE/
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
[NASA RELEASE-95-54J P95-10054 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIll SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM/EOS/
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
I NASA RELEASE-95_65 } P95-10065 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-99} P95-10099 06
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING. TORNADOES
[NASA RELEASE-95-16OI P95-10160 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-201[ P95-10201 06
EARTH ORBIT
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-95-93] 1:)95-10093 06
EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIV.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STrR PHASE It
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
EASTMAN KODAK CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y.
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
INASA RELEASE-95-101 P95-10010 06
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-134} P95-10134 06
EDUCATION
SA NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
SA PILOT TRAINING
NEW VlDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21] P95-10021 06
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-681 1:)95-10068 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-70) P95-10070 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
[NASA RELEASE-95-169} P95-10169 06
NASA BEGINS SERIES OF LIVE EDUCATION
TELECASTS
INASA RELEASE-95-200] P95-10200 06
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
SA JASON FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION
SA UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21 I P95-10021 06
A-7
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION SUBJECT INDEX
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-621 P95-10062 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE*95-1131 P95-10113 06
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 J P95-10131 06
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
[NASA RELEASE-95-141J P95-10141 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-181 I P95-10181 06
NASA BEGINS SERIES OF LIVE EDUCATION
TELECASTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2001 P95-10200 06
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
INASA RELEASE-95-21 I P95-10021 06
NASA BEGINS SERIES OF LIVE EDUCATION
TELECASTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2001 P95-10200 06
EDUCATORS
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 } P95-10131 06
EDWARDS AFB, CALIF.
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
INASA RELEASE-95-SI P95-10008 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203J P95-10203 06
EER SYSTEMS CORP., VIENNA, VA.
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-44J P95-10044 06
EGGS
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-57] P95-10057 06
EL NINO
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-gS-7I P95-10007 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE*95-159] P95-10159 06
ELECTROLYSIS
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
S EXTREME UV RADIATION





ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN




GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95-188] P95-10188 06
ELECTRONICS
S MICROELECTRONICS
EUZABETH CITY STATE UNIV. N.C,
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
INASA RELEASE-95-1061 P95-10106 06
ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
INASA RELEASE-95-216] 1:)95-10216 06
EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIV., FLA.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06
ENDEAVOUR
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-10012 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-15J P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
US INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUFFLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-901 P95-10090 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHU]-[LE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1301 P95-10130 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
{NASA RELEASE-95-201J P95-10201 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
ENDOROBOTICS CORP., WARREN, NJ.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STFR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-214J P95o10214 06
ENGINE DESIGN
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-32) P95-10032 06
ENGINE TESTS
NEW SPACE SHUFFLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-321 I)95-10032 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
I NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06
ENGINEERS
NASA PIONEER WALTER C WILLIAMS DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-179] P95-10179 06
ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S HIGH PRESSURE ENGINES
S ROCKET ENGINES
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
ENVIRON. RES. AIRCRAFT & SENSOR TECH.
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT






NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
I NASA RELEASE-95-4J P95-10004 06
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32




[ NASA RELEASE-95-11 J P95-10011 06
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-61J P95-10061 06
ASTRONAUT BAGIAN JOINS EPA
INASA RELEASE-95-142] P95-10142 06
ENZYMES
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
[NASA RELEASE-95-211 ] P95-10211 06
EOS/EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM/
S EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM/EOS/
EPA




GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING
INVESTIGATED
[NASA RELEASE-95-182] P95-10182 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-95-188] P95-10188 06
ER-2 AIRCRAFT
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-43[ P95-10043 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06
ERAST
S ENVIRON. RES, AIRCRAFT & SENSOR TECH,
ESRO
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
EUROPA
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-10017 06
EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
INASA RELEASE-95-17J P95-10017 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
[NASA RELEASE-95-26] P95-10026 06
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-95-31 J P95-10031 06
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-118J P95-10118 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
INASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
I NASA RELEASE-95-170] P95-10170 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192{ P95-10192 06
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATION




EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'







S GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
1NASA RELEASE-95-82] P95-10082 06
EXHAUST
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176[ P95-10176 06
EXHIBITS




NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
[NASA RELEASE-95-1191 P95-10119 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-1281 P95-10128 06
EXPERIMENTS




NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-33[ P95-10033 06
EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC
EXPLORER
EXPLOSIONS
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
INASA RELEASE-95-75[ P95-10075 06
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
SA SPACE MAINTENANCE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
LNASA RELEASE-95-61 P95-10006 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
EXTREME UV RADIATION
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
1NASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
F
F-16 AIRCRAFT
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-124} P9_10124 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
F-18 AIRCRAFT
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
[NASA RELEASE-95-175] P95-10175 06
F/U_
S FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
FACILITIES
S ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL/LERC/
S RESEARCH FACILITIES
S TEST FACILITIES
FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC EXPLORER
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-331 P95-10033 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMI_NT
{NASA RELEASE-95-206] P95-10206 06
FAR-INFRARED PHOTOMETER
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
FED. LAB. CONSORTIUM FOR TECR. TRANSFER
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-177[ P95-10177 06
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-91 [ P95-10091 06
NASA/PAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
INASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128] P95-10128 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1291 P95-10129 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-95-1501 P95-10150 06
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-198] P95-I0198 06
FIBER OPTICS
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER




NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
INASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-10004 06
FIREFIGHTING
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-51 I 1:>95-10051 06
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
[ NASA RELEASE-95-116] P95-10116 06
FIRES
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES




NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-149] P95-10149 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203) P95-10203 06
FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, EDWARDS, CALIF.
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
FLIGHT SAFETY
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-203] 1°95-10203 06
FUGHT TESTS
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-114J P95-10114 06
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-95-124] P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
I NASA RELEASE-95-175) P95-10175 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
FUSE/SATELLITE/
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
FLIGHT TRAINING
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
[NASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
FLORIDA A. AND M. UNIV., TALLAHASSEE
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85J P95-10085 06
FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL UNIV., MIAMI
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-701 P95-10070 06
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1131 P95-10113 06
FLOW CONTROL
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT







FLY-IN CONVENTION & SPORT AVIATION EXHIBIT
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
INASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
FORCEPS
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153[ P95-10153 06
FORT BELKNAP COLL, HARLEM, MT.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES






NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
[NASA RELEASE-95-81 P95-10008 06
FUEL CONSUMPTION
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-1841 1395-10184 06
FUNCTIONAL ENERGY BLOCK
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 t°95-10013 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-138] P95-10138 06
FUNDING
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95_o0] P95-10060 06
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-73] P95-10073 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
INASA RELEASE-95-7B] P95-10078 06
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
[NASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-174[ P95-10174 06
FUSE/SATELLITE/






NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
INASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-871 1:)95-10087 06
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-2061 P95-10206 06
GALACTIC HALOS
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS






HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
I NASA RELEASE-95-41{ P95-10041 06
GALILEO ORBITER SPACECRAFT
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
I NASA RELEASE-95-341 I)95-10034 06
GALILEO TO RELEASE JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-95-108{ P95-10108 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
I NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
I NASA RELEASE-95-147] P95-10147 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
INASA RELEASE-95-168 P95-10168 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING
INVESTIGATED
INASA RELEASE-95-182} P95-10182 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-95-188{ P95-10188 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-193 P95-10193 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207 P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-215 P95-10215 06
GALILEO PROBE
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
NASA RELEASE-95-341 P95-10034 06
GALILEO TO RELEASE JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE
NASA RELEASE-95-108) P95-10108 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
NASA RELEASE-95-111 ] P95-10111 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-193J P95-10193 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207) P95o10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-215] P95-10215 06
GALILEO PROJECT
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-10017 06
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
( NASA RELEASE-95-341 FX35- 10034 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
{ NASA RELEASE-95-111 [ P95-10111 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
INASA RELEASE-95-168J P95-10168 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-215J P95-10215 06
GAMMA RAY BURSTS
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1251 P95-10125 06
GAMMA RAYS
S GAMMA RAY BURSTS
GAD










GENERAL ACCOUNT. OFF., WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
[NASA RELEASED95-92] P95-10092 06
GENERAL AVIATION
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107J P95-10107 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128{ P95-10128 06
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET




REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
ENASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
GEORGE C. MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA
GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-95-471 P95o10047 06
GEP
S GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
GERMAN SPACE AGENCY
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-12] P95-10012 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
INASA RELEASE-95-201J P95-10201 06
GETAWAY SPECIALS
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217J P95-10217 06
GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
INASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
SUBJECT INDEX
GODOARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
[NASA RELEASE-95-31J 1:)95-10031 06
GODDARD SPACE FUGHT CTR., GREENBELT, MD.
SA NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER,
GSFC
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTrLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SUCCESSFUL U.S.-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
NASA RELEASE-95-11 J P95-10011 06
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
INASA RELEASE-95-161 P95-10016 06
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
NASA RELEASE-95-17 P95-10017 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
NASA RELEASE-95-29 P95o10029 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
I NASA RELEASE-95-33 1:)95-10033 06
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
NASA RELEASE-95-35 P95-10035 06
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GOODARD
NASA RELEASE-95-42 P95-10042 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
NASA RELEASE-95-80 P95-10080 06
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD
NASA RELEASE-95-126 P95-10126 06
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
NASA RELEASE-95-144 P95-10144 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
NASA RELEASE-95-154 P95-10154 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
NASA RELEASE-95-159 P95-10159 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-95-162 P95-10162 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-164 F_5-10164 06
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
NASA RELEASE-95-170 t>95-10170 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
NASA RELEASE-95-202 1>95-10202 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-206 P95-I0206 06
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
I NASA RELEASE-95-208J I)95-10208 06
GOLDSTONE TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-171 I I)95-10171 06
GRANTS
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-46 J P95-10046 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-48} P95-10048 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-70J P95-10070 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-78] P95-10078 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-1061 P95-10106 06
A-IO
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-571 P95-10057 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-151{ P95-10151 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
GRAVITATIONAL PHYSIOLOGY
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
{NASA RELEASE-95-1511 P95-10151 06
GREENLAND
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-671 P95-10067 06
GROUND STATIONS
S WHITE SANDS GROUND STATION, N. MEXICO
GROUND TESTS
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
GSFC




ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95o2121 P95-10212 06
HALE-BOPP COMET
HUBBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
INASA RELEASE-95-178{ P95-10178 06
HAMPTON UNIV., VA.
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
INASA RELEASE-95-144{ P95-10144 06
HARRIS CORP., MELBOURNE, FLA.
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-68{ P95-10068 06
HAWAI VOLCANOES NATIONAL PARK
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-14{ P95-10014 06
HAWAII UNIV.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
I NASA RELEASE-95-8{ P95-10008 06
HELIOSPHERE
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
NASA RELEASE-95-261 P95-10026 06
HELIUM
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
NASA RELEASE-95-87] P95-10087 06
HERCULES AIRCRAFT
S C-130 AIRCRAFT
HIGH ENERGY X-RAY TIMING EXPERIMENT
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
{NASA RELEASE-95-1621 P95-10162 06
HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING & COMMUN.
PGRM.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-1131 P95-10113 06
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
INASA RELEASE-95-141 I P95-10141 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
(NASA RELEASE-95-1681 P95-10168 06
HIGH PRESSURE ENGINES
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-321 P95-10032 06
HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-100t7 06
HIGH SCHOOLS
SA BARSTOW HS, BARSTOW, CA.
SA MONTGOMERY BLAIR HS, SILVER SPRING,
MD
SA SILVER VALLEY HS, YERMO, CA.
SA WOODDALE HS, MEMPHIS, TN
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06
HIGH SPEED CIVIL TRANSPORT
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
INASA RELEASE-95-69{ P95-10069 06
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-124J P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-184{ P95o10184 06
HIGH-SPEED RESEARCH PROGRAM
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
INASA RELEASE-95-691 P95-10069 06
HISTORY
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
I NASA RELEASE-95-891 P95-10089 06
HITCHHIKER
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5{ P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTrLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121J P95-10121 06
HONEYWELL, INC.
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-149{ P95-10149 06
HPCC PROGRAM
S HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTING & COMMUN.
PGRM.
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-17{ P95-10017 06
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
I NASA RELEASE*95-31{ F95-10031 06
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
{NASA RELEASE-95-41 ] 1:=95-10041 06
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
{NASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-531 P95-10053 06
HUMAN RESEARCH
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
[ NASA RELEASE-95-56 P95-10056 06
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
I NASA RELEASE-95-72 P95-10072 06
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
INASA RELEASE-95-75 P95-10075 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-81 P95-10081 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-83 P95-10083 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-88 P95-10088 06
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
INASA RELEASE*95-119{ P95-10119 06
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-120J P95-10120 0B
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
INASA RELEASE-95-127J P95-10127 06
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-133{ P95-10133 06
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
I NASA RELEASE-95-172{ P95-10172 06
HUBBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
INASA RELEASE-95-1781 P95-10178 06
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
INASA RELEASE-95-190{ P95-10t90 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
{ NASA RELEASE-95-216{ P95-10216 06
HUGH L. DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., EL SEGUNDO, CALIF.
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
{ NASA RELEASE-95-341 P95-10034 06
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO., LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
INASA RELEASE-95-16J P95-10016 06
HUGHES DANBURY OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC., CT.
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
{NASA RELEASE-95-10{ P95-10010 06
HUGHES SPACE AND COMMUN. GROUP, CALIF.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-19{ P95-10019 06
HUMACAO UNIV. COLL, PR.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-70[ P95-10070 06
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
NASA JOINS FAA AND ODD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
{NASA RELEASE-95-91 ] P95-10091 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-191) P95-10191 06
HUMAN RESEARCH
SA BIOTECHNOLOGY
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH




EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-118) F95-10118 06
HYDROGEN
SA DEUTERIUM
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-206) P95-10206 06
HYDROGEN CLOUDS
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
[NASA RELEASE-95-41[ P95-10041 06
I
ICE
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-197[ P95-10197 06
ICE FORMATION
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
{NASA RELEASE-95-203] P95-10203 06
ICE MAPPING
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES




TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
INASA RELEASE-g5-197[ P95-10197 06
IDAHO UNIV.
NASA AWARDS $7,1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
IDR
S INCREMENTAL DESIGN REVIEW
IMAGERY
SA X-RAY IMAGERY
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-193[ P95-10193 06
IMAGING RADAR
SA SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-28[ P95-10028 06
IMAGING TECHNIOUES
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
INASA RELEASE-95-981 I)95-10098 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212[ P95-10212 06
INCREMENTAL DESIGN REVIEW
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
[NASA RELEASE-95-45] P95-10045 06
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1[ P95-10001 06
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-2[ P95-10002 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-6[ P95-10006 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
{NASA RELEASE-95-38] P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
{NASA RELEASE-95-401 P95-1(X)40 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128] P95-10128 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-138[ P95-10138 06
INERT GASES
S HELIUM
IHFO. INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOL & APPL PGM.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-113[ P95-10113 06
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
[NASA RELEASE-95-141[ P95-10141 06
INFOUSE, BERKELEY, CA
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-101t3 06
INFRARED ASTRONOMY
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24[ P95-10024 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
INASA RELEASE-95-169[ P95-10169 06
INFRARED DETECTORS
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
INFRARED RADIOMETER




REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-9_195] P95-10195 06
INFRARED TELESCOPE IN SPACE
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-24 ] P95-10024 06
INFRARED TELESCOPES
S INFRARED TELESCOPE IN SPACE
INSPECTOR GENERAL, NASA
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-139) P95-10139 06
INST. OF APPUED MICROBIOLOGY, AUSTRIA
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
{ NASA RELEASE-95-211 ] P95-10211 06
INSTITUTE OF BIOMED. PROBLEMS, U._S.R.
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-57 ] P95-10057 06
INSTITUTE OF SPACE RESEARCH, MOSCOW
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14[ P95-100t4 06
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AWARD PROGRAM
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK





NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
I NASA RELEASE-95-4[ P95-10004 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82J P95-10082 06
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-91 J P95-10091 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-95-150J P95-10150 06
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-180[ P98-10180 06
INTERCRANIAL PRESSURE
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-9_37} P95-t0037 06
INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5 P95-10005 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-9 P95-10009 06
SUCCESSFUL US.-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
[NASA RELEASE-95-11 P95-10011 06
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-13 P95-10013 06
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
NASA RELEASE-95-14 P95-10014 06
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-24 P95-10024 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
NASA RELEASE-95-39 P95-10039 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
NASA RELEASE-95-77 P95-10077 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-95 P95-10095 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1381 P95-10138 06
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-189 t P95-10189 06
INTERNATIONAL GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
S GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
INTERNATIONAL SATELLITES
S IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR MISSION
S ULYSSES MISSION
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-2{ P95-10002 06
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
NASA RELEASE-95-39[ P95-10039 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
NASA RELEASE-95-45] P95-10045 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-46 ] P95-10046 06
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
NASA RELEASE-95-61] P95-10061 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-92[ P95-10092 06
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
NASA RELEASE-95-119[ P95-10119 06
A-12
SUBJEC T INDEX
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-138] P95-10138 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
iNASA RELEASE-95-157) P95-10157 06
US STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-95-161 { P95-10161 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION PROGRAM
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13{ P95-10013 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-92} P95-10092 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
{NASA RELEASE-95-161 ] P95-10161 06
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION PROGRAM OFFICE
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
[NASA RELEASE-95-861 P95-10086 06
INTERNATIONAL TECH. EDUC. ASSN.
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-131] P95-t0131 06
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER





NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
{NASA RELEASE-95-97} P95-10097 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
INASA RELEASE-95-106] P95-10106 06
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
INASA RELEASE-95-141 } P95-10141 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-167} P95-10167 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
fNASA RELEASE-95-168J P95-10168 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
[NASA RELEASE-95-1691 P95-10169 06
INTERPLANETARY DUST
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
[NASA RELEASE-95-147} P95-10147 06
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
INASA RELEASE-95-2021 P95-10202 06
INTERSTELLAR DUST
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-2091 P95-10209 06
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-216} P95-10216 06
INTERSTELLAR GAS
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'




HUBBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
[NASA RELEASE-95-178] P95-10178 06
IO
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
IONIZING RADIATION
S GAMMA RAY BURSTS
IRTS




SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
{NASA RELEASE-95-12J P95-10012 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
{NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
INASA RELEASE-95-201} P95-10201 06
IUE/INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
[NASA RELEASE-95-170] P95-10170 06
J
JACKSON STATE COLLEGE, MISS.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-481 P95-10048 06
JAPAN
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
JAPANESE SATELLITES
S ADVAN. SAT. FOR COSMOLOGY &
ASTROPHYSICS
S SPACE FLYER UNIT
JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
{NASA RELEASE-95-3J P95-10003 06
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
JARVIS CHRISTIAN COLL,, HAWKINS, TX.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
l NASA RELEASE-95-48} P95-10048 06
JASON FOUNDATION FOR EDUCATION
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14} P95-10014 06
JET EXHAUST NOZZLES
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-69} P95-10069 06
JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF.
SA CENTER FOR SPACE MICROELECTRONICS
TECH.
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
[NASA RELEASE-95-8] P95-10008 06
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 1°95-10012 06
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-261 P95-10026 06
JOHNSON CONTROLS WORLD SERVICES
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
NASA RELEASE-95-28} P95-10028 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
NASA RELEASE-95-301 P95-10030 06
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
NASA RELEASE-95-34] P95-10034 06
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
NASA RELEASE-95-721 P95-10072 06
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
NASA RELEASE-95-941 t)95-10094 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
NASA RELEASE-95-112} P95-10112 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
NASA RELEASE-95-1171 P95-10117 06
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
NASA RELEASE-95-118 } t)95-10118 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
NASA RELEASE-95-125} P95-10125 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-155 P95-10155 06
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
NASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-10171 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-95-174 P95-10174 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10181 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95-188 P95-10188 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
NASA RELEASE-95-195 P95-10195 06
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
NASA FIELEASE-95-204 P95-10204 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207} P95-10207 06
JET STREAM
TOPEX/POSEtDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-71 1:)95-10007 06
JET TRANSPORT
SA CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-198J P95-10198 06
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA, FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV., BALTIMORE, MD.
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-17} P95-10017 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
{NASA RELEASE-95-33} P95-10033 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-2061 P95-t0206 06
JOHNS HOPKINS WlLMER EYE INSTITUTE
S WILMER EYE INSTITUTE, BALTIMORE, MD.
JOHNSON CONTROLS WORLD SERVICES
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
{NASA RELEASE-95-1861 P95-10186 06
A-13
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
[NASA RELEASE-95-31 1:)95-10003 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 P95-10006 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
INASA RELEASE-95-451 P95-10045 06
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-741 P95-10074 06
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
I NASA RELEASE-95-971 1:>95-10097 06
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
I NASA RELEASE-95-1101 P95-10110 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
{ NASA RELEASE-95-151 I P95-10151 06
JOINT ADVANCED STRIKE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
{NASA RELEASE-95-4} P95-10004 06
JOINT SPONSORED RESEARCH AGREEMENT
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-1281 P95-10128 0,6
JSC:
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON. TEX.
JSRA
S JOINT SPONSORED RESEARCH AGREEMENT
JUPITER/PLANET/
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
{NASA RELEASE-95-17} P95-10017 06
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
{NASA RELEASE-95-34} P95-10034 06
GALILEO TO RELEASE JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE
{NASA RELEASE-95-108} P95-10108 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-111 } 995-10111 06
GALILEO ENGINE F_RING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
INASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
INASA RELEASE-95-1471 P95-10147 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
INASA RELEASE-95-163J P95-10163 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
INASA RELEASE-95-1681 P95-10168 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
I NASA RELEASE-95-1931 P95-10193 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-2151 P95-10215 06
JUPITER ATMOSPHERE
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
{NASA RELEASE-95-17] P95-10017 06
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
I NASA RELEASE-95-34] P95-10034 06
GALILEO TO RELEASE JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE
INASA RELEASE-95-108] P95-10108 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
{NASA RELEASE-95-111 ] P95-10111 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-215[ P95-10215 06
JUPITER EXPLORATION
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROSE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER




KANSAS STATE UNIV., MANHATTAN
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
{NASA RELEASE-95-1291 P95-10129 06
KANSAS UNIV.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
INASA RELEASE-95-1291 P95-10129 06
KELVIN WAVES
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 P95-10007 0'6
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
I NASA RELEASE-95-861 P95-10086 06
KHRUNICHEV,RUSSIA
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1381 P95-10138 06
KIDSAT
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-1811 P95-10181 06
KNOWLEDGE BASED SYS. INC., COLL STA., TX.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
KSC
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA SEACH,
FLA.
KUIPER AIRBORNE OBSERVATORY
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-148} P95-10148 0'6
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
INASA RELEASE-95-1691 t:)95-10169 06
KYOTO UNIV., JAPAN
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
[ NASA RELEASE-95-208] P95-10208 06
L
L B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEl.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
LAMINAR FLOW
S SUPERSONIC LAMINAR FLOW
LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-1241 P95-10124 06
LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOL. ORS., PALISADES, N.Y.
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
I NASA RELEASE-95-159} P95-10159 06
LANDING OPERATIONS
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
SUBJECT INDEX
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-124} P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
( NASA RELEASE-95-1751 P95-10175 06
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1941 P95-10194 06
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
INASA RELEASE-95-2181 P95-10218 06
LARC
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LASERS
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-148J P95-10148 06
LAUNCH DATES
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS. FLIES EARLIER
INASA RELEASE-95-331 P95-10033 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
INASA RELEASE-95-551 1:)95-10055 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
NASA RELEASE-95-59 } P95-10059 06
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
NASA RELEASE-95-681 P95-10068 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-76} P95-10076 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-95} 1:>95-10095 06
EUROPEAN CASSlNI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
NASA RELEASE-95-118 P95-10118 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
NASA RELEASE-95-130 P95-10130 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-155 P95-10155 0,6
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-95-161 P95-10161 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-gEP162 P95-10162 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-192 P95-10192 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-196 P95-10196 06
LAUNCH SCHEDULES
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
INASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
LAUNCH SITES
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
I NASA RELEASE-95-801 P95-10080 06
NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN
OUTBACK




SA ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA CONESTOGA LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA DC-XA
SA MED-LITE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
SA REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA TITAN 4
SA TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
INASA RELEASE-95*ll P95-10001 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-231 P95-10023 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-301 P95-10030 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
INASA RELEASE-95-381 P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
I NASA RELEASE*95-401 P95-10040 06
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
INASA RELEASE-95-1011 P95-10101 06
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1181 P95-10118 06
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-2041 P95-10204 06
LAVOCHKIN ASSOCIATION, RUSSIA
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
I NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
LEPUS CONSTELLATION
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
I NASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
LERC
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND, OHIO
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
INASA RELEASE-95-8) P95-10008 06
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
INASA RELEASE-95-79J P95-10079 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
1NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT





NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-74] P95-10074 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85 J P95-10085 06
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
1NASA RELEASE-95-97] P95-t0097 06
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1451 P95-10145 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
fNASA RELEASE-95-151 I P95-10151 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
LIFE SCIENCES DATA ARCHIVE
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
I NASA RELEASE-95-97 ] P95-10097 06
LIFE SCIENCES INST., NASA
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
INASA RELEASE-95-1321 P95-10132 06
LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH LAB., ARC
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
(NASA RELEASE-95-201 P95-10020 06
LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
SA CONTROLLED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEM
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS




SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE US.
FOR FIRST TIME
INASA RELEASE-95-841 P95-10084 06
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
[NASA RELEASE-95-160J P95-10160 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1971 P95-10197 06
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, PA.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-48} P95-10048 06
LOCKHEED ADVANCED DEV. CO., PALMDALE, CA.
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-231 P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
I NASA RELEASE-95-381 P95-10038 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN STENNIS OPS., LA.
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
(NASA RELEASE-95-1861 P95-10186 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO,
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE CO., CALIF.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN. VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE*95-19] P95-10019 06
LOW VISION ENHANCEMENT SYSTEM
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISStSStPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-1361 1°95-10136 06
LSDA
S LIFE SCIENCES DATA ARCHIVE
LUNAR AND PLANETARY SCIENCE CONFERENCE
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED




MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
LUNAR SURFACE
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
M
MAGELLAN MISSION
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-28] P95-10028 06
MAGELLANIC CLOUDS
NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN
OUTBACK
( NASA RELEASE-95-1871 P95-10187 06
MAGNETIC FIELDS
SA INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
MARS PHOTOGRAPHS
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
INASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
MAGNETIC STORMS
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH









NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
[NASA RELEASE-95-35] P95-10035 06
MALLEN RES. CORP., CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1291 P95-10129 06
MAN-SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-191 I P95-10191 06
MANAGEMENT
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
[NASA RELEASE-95-16] P95-10016 06
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-731 P95-10073 06
MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP/NASA/
S NASA MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
MANTIC CORP., SALT LAKE CITY, UT.
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE




NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
INASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
MARS/PLANET/
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-112 ] P95-10112 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-196) P95-10196 06
MARS ATMOSPHERE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
I NASA RELEASE-95-31 J P95-10031 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-95-117] P95-10117 06
MARS EXPLORATION
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-30J P95-10030 06
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
INASA RELEASE-95-94] P95-10094 06
MARS LANDING
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
[NASA RELEASE-95-94[ P95-10094 06
MARS PHOTOGRAPHS
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1961 P95-10196 06
A-15
MARS SCIENCE EXPERIMENT PROJECT
MARS SCIENCE EXPERIMENT PROJECT
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-64] P95-10064 06
MARS SURFACE
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 1°95-10014 06
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
I NASA RELEASE-95-94] P95-10094 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
MARS SURVEYOR PROGRAM
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-30] P95-I0030 06
MARS SURVEYOR 1998 LANDER
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-30] P95-10030 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-196] P95-10196 06
MARS SURVEYOR 1998 ORBITER
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-30] P95-10030 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-95-t17J P95-10117 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-196] P95-10196 06
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-9[ P95-10009 06
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
I NASA RELEASE-95-10J P95-10010 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-23] P95-10023 06
NEW SPACE SHUTFLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-32] P95-10032 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
NASA RELEASE-95-40] P95-10040 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
NASA RELEASE-95-45 ] 1>95 -10045 06
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-51 ] P95-10051 06
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
NASA RELEASE-95-61] P95-10061 06
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
NASA RELEASE-95-114J P95-10114 06
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
NASA RELEASE-95-1601 P95-10160 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
NASA RELEASE-95-161 ] P95-10161 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
NASA RELEASE-95-211 ] 1:)95-10211 06
MARSOKHOD ROVER
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
MARTIN MARIETTA CORP., DENVER, COLO.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
MASERS
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-148} 1:)95-10148 06
MASSACHUSETTS CORP. FOR EDUC. TV
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
MASSACHUSE'I-rS INST. OF TECH.
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-95-162] P95-10162 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE tl
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214) P95-10214 06
MASSACHUSETTS INST. OF TECH., CAMBRIDGE
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS AEROSPACE, CALIF.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-23] P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
1NASA RELEASE-95-38] P95-10038 06
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS CORP.
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-6] P95-10006 06
MD-11 AIRCRAFT
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT





S PRESSURE MODULATED INFRARED
RADIOMETER
S ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
MECHANICAL RESPONSE TISSUE ANALYZER
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-20] 1:)95-10020 06
MED-MTE LAUNCH VEHICLE
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-30 J P95-10030 06
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
SA BONE STIFFNESS ANALYZER
SA FORCEPS
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-20J P95-10020 06
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES








1 NASA RELEASE-95-11 ] P95-10011 06
METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES









ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-212J P95-10212 06
MEVATECH, INC., HUNTSVILLE, AL
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154] t>95-10154 06
MICROELECTRONICS
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
INASA RELEASE-95-981 P95-10098 06
MICROGRAVITY
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-44] 1:)95-10044 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVtTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-46 ] P95-10046 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-57] P95-10057 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
INASA RELEASE-95-79J P95-10079 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
MICROGRAVITY SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
INASA RELEASE-95-79[ P95-10079 06
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE




NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
[NASA RELEASE-95-351 P95-10035 06
MID-INFRARED SPECTROMETER
US. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
[ NASA RELEASE-95-4 ] P95-10004 06
MILKY WAY
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
MINISTRY OF HEALTH, U.S.SoR.
S INSTITUTE OF BIOMED. PROBLEMS, U.S.S.R.
MINORITIES
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[ NASA RELEASE-95-48 J P95-10048 06
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-62 ] P95-10062 06
A-16
SUBJECT INDEX
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-701 P95-10070 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-1061 P95-10106 06
MINORITY BUSINESSES
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-174[ P95-10174 06
MINORITY CONTRACTOR OF THE YEAR AWARD
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154) P95-10154 06
MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-106] P95-10106 06
MINORITY UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CENTER
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-781 P95-10078 06
MIR SPACE STATION
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUI_LE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5 P95-10005 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
INASA RELEASE-95-39 P95-10039 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-50 P95-10050 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUFFLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
I NASA RELEASE-95-55 P95-10055 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-57 P95-10057 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77 P95-10077 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-1561 P95-10156 06
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
MIRRORS
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE




SUCCESSFUL U S-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
INASA RELEASE-95-111 P95-10011 06
MISSION OBJECTIVES
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR IOOTH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-146] P95-10146 06
MISSION PLANS
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
I NASA RELEASE-95-331 P95-10033 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
INASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-951 P95-10095 06
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
f NASA RELEASE-95-100] P95-10100 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-2091 P95-10209 06
MISSION SPECIALISTS
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
1NASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06
SPACE SHUFFLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15[ P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUFFLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-50J P95-10050 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-166] P95-10166 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06
MISSION TO PLANET EARTH
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS SACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
NASA RELEASE-95-7 t:)95-10007 06
SUCCESSFUL U S-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
NASA RELEASE-95-11 P95-10011 06
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
I NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-10021 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
NASA RELEASE-95-43 P95-10043 06
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
[NASA RELEASE-95-54 P95-10054 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-99 P95-10099 06
NASA C-130S AIRCRAFT HELPS FIG HT SCOFFSDALE
FIRES
NASA RELEASE-95-1161 P95-t0116 06
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-152] P95-t0152 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
YEAR IN ADVANCE
NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
MISSISSIPPI
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95-60] P95-10060 06
MISSISSIPPI CHOCKTAW TRIBAL COUNCIL
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-62] P95-10062 06
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIV.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06
MNEMONIC SYSTEMS, INC., WASHINGTON, DC.
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED




S WIND TUNNEL MODELS
MODULES
SA DOCKING MODULE
U,S STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1611 P95-10161 06




NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
NASA RELEASE-95-211 P95-10211 06
MONITORS
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-95-137 P95-10137 06
MONTGOMERY BLAIR MS, SILVER SPRING, MD.
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-64 P95-10064 06
MOON
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19 P95-10019 06
MOREHOUSE COLLEGE, GA.
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
NASA RELEASE-95-78 P95-10078 06
MORGAN STATE COLLEGE, MD.
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-106 P95-10106 06
MRTA
S MECHANICAL RESPONSE TISSUE ANALYZER
MSFC
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
MULTIMEDIA
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES





US INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
NARRAGANSE'I-r BAY, RI.
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-95-1341 P95-10134 06
NAS
S NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NASA EDUC. WORKSHOP FOR ELEM. TEACHERS
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-131J P95-10131 06
NASA EDUC. WORKSHOP MAT., SCI. & TECH.
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
1NASA RELEASE-95-131 ] P95-10131 06
NASA EXCELLENCE AWARD
S GEORGE M. LOW TROPHY
NASA MANAGEMENT STUDY GROUP
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-73] P95-10073 06
NASA RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
INASA RELEASE-95-167] P95-10167 06
NASA SCIENCE INSTITUTES
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
INASA RELEASE-95-110J P95-10110 06
NASA SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF R&T





GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
INASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
NASA/FAA GENERAL AVIATION DESIGN COUP.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
{NASA RELEASE-95-t29J P95-10129 06
NASDA
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NAT. POLAR ORBIT. OP. ENVIRON. SAT. SYS
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
[ NASA RELEASE-95-82} P95-10082 06
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
SA SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
INASA RELEASE-95-1631 P95-10163 06
NATIONAL AERON. AND SPACE ADMIN.
SA AMES RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD,
CA.
SA CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
SA DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH FACILITY, CALIF.
SA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
SA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT,
MD.
SA HEADQUARTERS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C
SA INSPECTOR GENERAL, NASA
SA JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF.
SA JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
SA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH,
FLA.
SA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
SA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND,
OHIO
SA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH LAB., ARC
SA MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
SA OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
SA OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
SA OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES &
EDUCATION
SA OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT
SA OFFICE OF SAFETY & MISSION ASSURANCE,
NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
SA OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
SA OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
SA OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-180J P95-10180 06
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1891 t:>95-10169 06
NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-95-91 } P95-10091 06
NATIONAL CENTER FOR SPACE STUDIES, FRANCE
S CENTRE NATL D'ETUDES SPATIALES, FRANCE
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATH.
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 } P95-10131 06
NATIONAL HISPANIC UNIV., SAN JOSE, CA.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-481 P95-10048 06
NATIONAL INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1131 P95-10113 06
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
[NASA RELEASE-95-141[ P95-10141 06
NATIONAL INST. OF CHILD HEALTH & HUM. DEV.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVtTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
NATIONAL INST. OF HEALTH, BETHESDA, MO.
SA NATIONAL INST. OF CHILD HEALTH & HUM.
DEV.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
NATIONAL INST. OF STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGY
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
{NASA RELEASE-95-211 I P95-10211 06
NATIONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADMIN.
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21} P95-10021 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-821 P95-10082 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
INASA RELEASE-95-1591 P95-10159 06
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
INASA RELEASE-95-202] P95-10202 06
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
S PARK SERVICE. U.S.
NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
SA SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-95-93 } P95-10093 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COUNCIL
NASA JOINS FAA AND DQD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-91J P95-10091 06
NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-131 [ P95-I0131 06
NATIONAL SPACE DEVELOP. AGENCY, JAPAN
S JAPANESE SPACE AGENCY
NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER, GSFC
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-28[ P95-10028 06
NATIONAL SPACE SYMPOSIUM
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
S STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION POLICY
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1 } P95-10001 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-23} P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
[NASA RELEASE-95-38} P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
{NASA RELEASE-95-40} P95-10040 06
NATIVE AMERICANS
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT






ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
1NASA RELEASE-95-1091 P95-10t09 06
NAVY, U.S.
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
INASA RELEASE-95-41 P95-tO004 06
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
INASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
NEBULAE
SA EAGLE NEBULA
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
NASA RELEASE-95-1901 P95-10190 06
NEPTUNE/PLANET/
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
NASA RELEASE-95-53] P95-t0053 06
NEPTUNE ATMOSPHERE
HUBSLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
NASA RELEASE-95-53] P95-10053 06
NEPTUNE SURFACE
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
[NASA RELEASE-95-53} P95-10053 06
NETWORK RESOURCES & TRAINING SITES
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
NASA RELEASE-95-106} P95-10106 06
NEUTRAL BOUYANCY LABORATORY
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
NASA RELEASE-95-61 P95-10006 06
NEUTRON STARS
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLOitER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE




NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
INASA RELEASE-95-78J P95-10078 06
NEW MILLENIUM PROGRAM
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-100[ P95-10100 06
NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06
NIST




MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-176J P95-10176 06
NOAA METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA NOAA-14
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82] P95-10082 06
NOAA-14
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
INASA RELEASE-95-351 P95-10035 06
NOISE REDUCTION
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
I NASA RELEASE-95-69 J P95-10069 06
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
[NASA RELEASE-95-37} P95-10037 06
NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV, RALEIGH
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH




S JET EXHAUST NOZZLES
S ROCKET NOZZLES
NPOESS
S NAT. POLAR ORBIT OP ENVIRON. SAT SYS
NRC
S NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NSCORT




NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
INASA RELEASE-95-130) P95-10130 06
OBITUARY
NASA PIONEER WALTER C, WILLIAMS DIES
INASA RELEASE-95-179] P95-10179 06
OBSERVATORIES
S LAMONT-DOHERTY GEOL. OBS, PALISADES.
NY.
S SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS. OBS., BOSTON,
MASS
OCEAN CURRENTS
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-7J P95-10007 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-1461 P95-10146 06
OCEAN SURFACE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
OCEAN TEMPERATURE
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
OCEANOGRAPHY
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-7) P95-10007 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-146] P95-10146 06
OCEANS
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-1461 P95-10146 06
OFFICE OF AERONAUTICS, NASA
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
(NASA RELEASE-95-54[ P95-10054 06
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
(AERONAUTICS)
I NASA RELEASE-95-581 P95-10058 06
SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
I NASA RELEASE-95-102J P95-10102 06
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-481 P95-10048 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE+95-701 P95-10070 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
I NASA RELEASE-95-78[ P95-10078 06
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-95-2131 P95-10213 06
OFFICE OF EXTERNAL RELATIONS
SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
INASA RELEASE-95-1021 P95-10102 06
OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES & EDUCATION
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
I NASA RELEASE-95-21 I P95-10021 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-85J P95-10085 06
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-131] P95-10131 06
OFFICE OF INTERN. SPACE STATION PROGRAM
S INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION PROGRAM
OFFICE
OFFICE OF LIFE & MICROGRAVITY SCl. & APPL.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5 [ 1:)95-10005 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-741 P95-10074 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
INASA RELEASE-95-97] P95-10097 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
OFFICE OF MISSION TO PLANET EARTH, NASA
SUCCESSFUL U,S.-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
NASA RELEASE-95-11 ) P95-10011 06
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
NASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-10012 06
NEW VlDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
NASA RELEASE-95-21 ] P95-10021 06
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
NASA RELEASE-95-43] P95-10043 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
NASA RELEASE-95-1001 P95-10100 06
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
NASA RELEASE-95-1151 P95-10115 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
:NASA RELEASE-95-155] P95-10155 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
NASA RELEASE-95+1671 P95-10167 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-201 I P95-10201 06
OFFICE OF OPERATIONS, NASA
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
INASA RELEASE-95-1051 P95-10105 06
OFFICE OF PLANETARY SCIENCE & ASTROPHYSICS
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
OFFICE OF PROCUREMENT
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-651 P95-10065 06
OFFICE OF SAFETY & MISSION ASSURANCE, NASA
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE 95 47] t:>95-10047 OB
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-95-74] P95-10074 06
OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POLICY
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-95-93] P95-10093 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-991 P95-10099 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
OFFICE OF SPACE ACCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1 I 1:>95-10001 06
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95+51 P95-10005 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-23 ! P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
[ NASA RELEASE-95-38 ] P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
[NASA RELEASE-95-40] P95-10040 06
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-44] P95-10044 06
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
INASA RELEASE-95-1001 P95-10100 06
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1011 P95-t0101 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
NASA RELEASE-95-114] P95-10114 06
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-1651 P95-10165 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE tl SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-1741 P95-10174 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE II RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-1991 P95-10199 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
OFFICE OF SPACE COMMUNICATIONS, NASA
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
INASA RELEASE-95-161 P95-10016 06
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1801 P95-10180 06
OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
INASA RELEASE-95-601 P95-10060 06
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE, NASA
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
NASA RELEASE+95+10 P95-10010 06
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19 P95-10019 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
NASA RELEASE-95-26 P95-10026 06
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
NASA RELEASE-95-28 P95-10028 06
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
NASA RELEASE-95-30 P95-10030 06
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
NASA RELEASE-95-33 P95 10033 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
NASA RELEASE-95-56 P95-10056 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
NASA RELEASE-95-80 P95-I0080 06
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
I NASA RELEASE-95-94 P95-10094 06
A-19
OFFICEOFTHEADMINISTRATOR,NASA
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
NASA RELEASE-95-110 P95-10110 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
NASA RELEASE-95-117 P95-10117 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
NASA RELEASE-95-162 P95-10162 06
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-10171 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-196 P95-10196 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-206 P95-10206 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207 P95-10207 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-209 P95-10209 06
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR, NASA
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN. VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-22] P95-10022 06
SHUTFLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
INASA RELEASE-95-38) P95-10038 06
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
I NASA RELEASE-95-471 P95-10047 06
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE IS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
I NASA RELEASE-95-54} P95-10054 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
I NASA RELEASE-95-56] P95-10056 06
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
I NASA RELEASE-95-731 P95-10073 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82) P95-10082 06
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
INASA RELEASE-95-91J P95-10091 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-92} 1:=95-10092 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-99] P95-10099 06
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
INASA RELEASE-95-1011 P95-10101 06
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1161 P95-10116 06
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-1231 P95-10123 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128J P95-10128 06
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-95-132J P95-10132 06
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
I NASA RELEASE-98-134J P95-10134 06
MULVlLLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-140J P95-10140 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1541 P95-10t54 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-1571 P95-10157 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1631 P95-10163 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1661 P95-10166 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTFLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S ALLIANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-2051 P95-10205 06
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-22] P95-10022 06
OKLAHOMA
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 } P98-10131 06
OKLAHOMA UNIV.
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-131J P95-10131 06
OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA.
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
[NASA RELEASE-95-144} P95-10144 06
ON-LINE SERVICES
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
[NASA RELEASE-95-971 P95-10097 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
INASA RELEASE-95-1671 P95-10167 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
[NASA RELEASE-95-168] P95-10168 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
[NASA RELEASE-95-169] P95-10169 06
OPTICAL COATING LAB., INC., CALIF.
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE




NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
INASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
[NASA RELEASE-95-160] P95-10160 06
ORACLE CORP., REDWOOD SHORES, CA.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
ORBITAL POSITION
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207} P95-10207 06
ORBITAL SCIENCES CORP.
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-23] P95-I0023 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
INASA RELEASE-95-40] P95-10040 06
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE









SA MARS SURVEYOR 1998 ORBITER
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT









NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE




HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
INASA RELEASE-95-171 1:)95-10017 06
OZONE
SUCCESSFUL U S.-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
I NASA RELEASE-95-11 I P95-10011 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-176] 1:)95-10176 06
OZONE DEPLETION
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
I NASA RELEASE-95-115] P95-10115 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-1761 P95-10176 06
P
P-3 AIRCRAFT
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
[ NASA RELEASE-95_57] P95-10067 06
PACIFIC OCEAN
TOPEX/POSEIOON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[ NASA RELEASE-95-7] P95-10007 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
PACIFIC TIELESIS FOUND. SAN FRANCISCO, CA.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-14J P95-10014 06
PARABOLIC TRAJECTORIES
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
I NASA RELEASE-95-791 P95-10079 06
PARASITES
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
J NASA RELEASE-95-211J P95-10211 06
PARK SERVICE, U.S.
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
PATHFINDER PROJECT
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
I NASA RELEASE-95-94J P95-10094 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS






SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
J NASA RELEASE-95-9) P95-10009 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
JNASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
JNASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-631 P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173) P95-10173 06
PAYLOADS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-68] P95-10068 06
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
( NASA RELEASE-95-144 J 1:)95-10144 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-1551 P95-10155 06
PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
JNASA RELEASE-95-101 I P95-10101 06
PENNSYLVANIA UNIV., PHILADELPHIA
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS













MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-22J P95-10022 06
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
INASA RELEASE-95-36 P95-10036 06
JOSEPH R ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
JNASA RELEASE-95-42 P95-10042 06
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
(AERONAUTICS)
[NASA RELEASE-95-58 P95-10058 06
SCHUMACHER, WHITEHEAD APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
[NASA RELEASE-95-102 P95-10102 06
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-95-105 P95-10105 0'6
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
JNASA RELEASE-95-110 P95-10110 06
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD
JNASA RELEASE-95-126 t°95-10126 06
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNtNG EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-95-132 P95-10132 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
JNASA RELEASE-95-1351 P95-10t35 06
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
INASA RELEASE-95-1391 P95-10139 06
MULVILLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
JNASA RELEASE-95 140) P95-10140 06
ASTRONAUT BAGIAN JOINS EPA
JNASA RELEASE-95-142) P95-10142 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-191J P95-10191 06
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-2131 P95-10213 06
PERSONNEL REDUCTION
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
JNASA RELEASE-95-105] P95-10105 06
PERSONNEL RESIGNATIONS
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
JNASA RELEASE-95-291 P95-10029 06
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSlGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
INASA RELEASE-95-36J 1:)95-10036 06
REIGHTLER, RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
JNASA RELEASE-95-104} P95-10104 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
I NASA RELEASE-95-135) P95-10135 06
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
JNASA RELEASE-95-2131 P95-10213 06
PERSONNEL SELECTION
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
{NASA RELEASE-95-3J P95-10003 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-9) P95-10009 06
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
JNASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
INASA RELEASE-95-39) 1°95-10039 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES








NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED




SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER






PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-1571 P95-10157 06
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE




ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
JNASA RELEASE-95-166J 1:>95-10166 06
PILOTS
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1661 P95-10166 06






PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER






SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T





GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
JNASA RELEASE-95-2151 P95-10215 06
PLANETARY MAPPING
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED




NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS





HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE









STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
I NASA RELEASE-95-145] P95-10145 06
PLUMES
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1761 P95-10176 06
POLAR CAPS
S SOLAR POLAR CAPS
POLAR ORBIT
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-82J P95-10082 06
POLAR REGIONS
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE





MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1761 P95-10176 06
PRARIE VIEW A AND M UNIV., TX.
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
JNASA RELEASE-95-781 P95-10078 06
A-21
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
NASA RELEASE-95-106 P95-t0106 06
PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-149 P95-10149 06
PRATT AND WHITNEY CORP., WEST PALM BEACH
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-32 P95-10032 06
PRATT INST., BROOKLYN, NY.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129 P95-10129 06
PRECOLLEGE AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-48 P95-10048 06
PRELAUNCH TESTS
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
I NASA RELEASE-95-34 P95-10034 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-130[ P95o10130 06
PRESIDENTIAL DESIGN AWARD
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA




NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-95-371 P95-10037 06
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-95-37] P95-10037 06
PRESSURE MODULATED INFRARED RADIOMETER
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
I NASA RELEASE-95-1171 P95-10117 06
PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1431 P95-10143 06
PRIMARY INTERACTIVE NETWORK
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO




DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES




S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
PROPORTIONAL COUNTER ARRAY
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-95-1621 P95-10162 06
PROPULSION
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
PROPULSION CONTROL
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
PROTEIN CRYSTALS
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 I P95-10071 06
PUBLIC AFFAIRS
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-123[ P95-10123 06
PUBLIC RELATIONS
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1231 P95-10123 06
PUBLICATIONS
S ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
S NATURE MAGAZINE
S SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
PUERTO RICO UNIV., MAYAGUEZ
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-701 P95-10070 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
INASA RELEASE-95-781 P95-10078 06
Q
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
QUASARS
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
I NASA RELEASE-95-411 P95-I0041 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-871 P95-10087 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE




S SHUTFLE IMAGING RADAR
S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
S TERMINAL RADAR APPROACH CONTROL
/TRACON/
RADAR IMAGERY
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-12J P95-10012 06
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-28) P95-10028 06
TOUTATtS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-171 ] P95-10171 06
RADAR MAPPING
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-95-281 P95-10028 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-671 P95-10067 06
RADARSAT
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-204] P95-10204 06
RADIATION
S ATMOSPHERIC RADIATION
S EXTREME UV RADIATION






NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
INASA RELEASE-95-431 P95-10043 06
RADIO ASTRONOMY
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
i NASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
RADIO EMISSION
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INASA RELEASE-95-1851 P95-10185 06
RADIO GALAXIES
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
INASA RELEASE-95o1331 P95-10133 06
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-216] P95-10216 06
RADIO TELESCOPES
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
I NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06
RADIO WAVES
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1851 P95-10185 06
RADIOMETERS
S PRESSURE MODULATED INFRARED
RADIOMETER
RAIN
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT




NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES




ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF





NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-14) P95-10014 06
REMOTE HANDLING
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
INASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
REMOTE SENSING
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-10012 06
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-95-134] P95-10t34 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-1811 P95-10181 06
REMOTELY PILOTED RESEARCH VEHICLE
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95-10152 06
RENDEZVOUS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP




REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1 ] P95-10001 06
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED





NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-781 P95-10078 06
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-1231 P95-10123 06
RESEARCH FACILITIES
SA AIRBORNE RESEARCH FACILITIES
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 P95-10006 06
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
]NASA RELEASE-95-B] P95-10008 06
RESEARCH PROJECTS
SA ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-103 P95-10103 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
NASA RELEASE-95-167 P95-10167 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
NASA RELEASE-95-174 P95-I0174 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SBIR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-183 P95-10183 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE II RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-199 P95-10199 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-210 P95-10210 06
RESEARCH TRIANGLE INST., HAMPTON, VA.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STFR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
]NASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
RETIREMENT
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 06
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA DC-XA
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-114] P95-10114 06
REUSABLE SPACE VEHICLES
SA X-33 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA X-34 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1] P95-10001 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
]NASA RELEASE-95-231 P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
INASA RELEASE-95-381 P95-10038 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
INASA RELEASE-95-401 P95-10040 06
RFP
S REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
RHODE ISLAND
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
]NASA RELEASE-95-134] P95-10134 06
RHODE ISLAND UNIV.
SCIENTISTS SAY EL HIND CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-159[ P95-10159 06
RICE UNIV., HOUSTON, TEX.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH




'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
ROCHESTER GAS & ELECT. CO., NY.
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
[NASA RELEASE-95-2181 P95-10218 06
ROCKET ENGINES
SA ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
/SHUTTLE/
SA SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SA SPACE SHUTFLE MAIN ENGINE
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
[NASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
ROCKET NOZZLES
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
INASA RELEASE-95-601 P95-10060 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1301 P95-10130 06
ROCKETDYNE, CANOGA PARK, CALIF,
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-321 P95-10032 06
ROCKETS
S LAUNCH VEHICLES
S PEGASUS AIR-LAUNCHED BOOSTER
S SOUNDING ROCKETS
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., DOWNEY, CA.
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-23] P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
]NASA RELEASE*95-381 P95-10038 06
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL CORP., PALMDALE, CA
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-49 J P95-10049 06
ROLAND/COMET LANDER/
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
]NASA RELEASE-95-1891 P95-10189 06
ROOM TEMPERATURE VULCANIZING
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
]NASA RELEASE-95-1301 P95-10130 06
ROSETTA MISSION
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER









[NASA RELEASE-95-111 P95-10011 06
SATELLITE IMAGERY
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13[ P95-10013 06
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
]NASA RELEASE-95-14] P95-10014 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
NASA RELEASE-95-59 P95-10059 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
]NASA RELEASE-95-95 P95-10095 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
]NASA RELEASE-95-138 P95-10138 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-156 P95-10156 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192 P95-10192 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-196 P95-10196 06
RUSSIAN SPACE PROGRAMS
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
]NASA RELEASE-95-55J P95-10055 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-1561 P95-10156 06
RUTGERS UNIV., N.J.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
]NASA RELEASE-95-151 ] P95-10151 06
S
SAFETY ANALYSIS
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY _N
HUMAN RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-74] P95-10074 06
SAFETY DEVICES
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE





SAMUEL GOMPERS SEC. SCHOOL SAN DIEGO, CA.
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
INASA RELEASE-95-181 I P95-10181 06
SATELLITE IMAGERY
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-31 J P95-10031 06
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
]NASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
INASA RELEASE-95-56] P95-10056 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-831 P95-10083 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-88] P95-10088 06
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-120J P95-10120 06
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1331 P95-10133 06
HUBBLE SEES MATEFLIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
NASA RELEASE-95-178] P95-10178 06
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
A-23
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1891 1:)95-10189 06
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
INASA RELEASE-95-190} P95-10190 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212[ P95-10212 06
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-216} P95-10216 06
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
INASA RELEASE-95-7} P95-10007 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-83] P95-10083 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
[NASA RELEASE-95-88} P95-10088 06
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-133J P95-10133 06
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-134} P95-10134 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-164{ 1>95-10164 06
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
[NASA RELEASE-95-1701 P95-10170 06
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHAI_ERED
SATELLITES?
[NASA RELEASE-95-1721 P95-10172 06
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
[NASA RELEASE-95-208{ P95-10208 06
SATELLITES
S ADVAN. SAT FOR COSMOLOGY &
ASTROPHYSICS
S FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC
EXPLORER
S IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/





SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
INASA RELEASE-95-72{ P95-10072 06
EUROPEAN CASSlNI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-118] P95-10118 06
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-9_127J 1:)95-10127 06
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATrERED
SATELLITES?
INASA RELEASE-95-172} P95-10172 06
SATURN MOON 1995 S-1
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95-127] P95-10127 06
SATURN MOON 1995 S-2
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95*127} P95-10127 06
SATURN MOON 1995 S-3
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95-127] P95-10127 06
SATURN MOON 1995 S-4
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95-1271 P95-10127 06
SATURN PHOTOGRAPHS
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
[NASA RELEASE-95-1721 P95-10172 06
SATURN RINGS
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
INASA RELEASE-95-721 1=95-10072 06
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
INASA RELEASE-95-127} P95-10127 06
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
[NASA RELEASE-95-172} 1:)95-10172 06
SATURN SATELLITES
SA SATURN MOON 1995 S-1
SA SATURN MOON 1995 S-2
SA SATURN MOON 1995 S-3
SA SATURN MOON 1995 S-4
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
INASA RELEASE-9_172] P95-10172 06
SC STATE UNIV., ORANGEBURG
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-9_70] P95-10070 06
SCHEDULING
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-92] 1:)95-10092 06
SCHISTOSOMIASIS
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
INASA RELEASE-95-211} P95-10211 06
SCHOLASTIC COOPERATION
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS. FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-33] P95-10033 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
[NASA RELEASE-95_48] P95-10048 06
SCHOLASTIC, IND., NY.
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21] 1>95-10021 06
SCIENCE AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95*123} P95-10123 06
SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-157} 1°95-10157 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1611 P95-10161 06
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S FAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPIC
EXPLORER
S IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/
SCIENTISTS
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-167] P95-10167 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
[NASA RELEASE-95-168J P95-10168 06
SCRIPPS OCEANOGRAPHIC INST., CALIF.
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
INASA RELEASE-95-431 P95-10043 06
SEAGULL TECH. INC., CUPERTINO, CA.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE H
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
SEALS/STOPPERS/
S O RING SEALS
SUBJECT INDEX
SEARCH AND RESCUE
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
{ NASA RELEASE-95-51 I P95-10051 06
SELFRIOGE AFB, MICH.
S AIR FORCE, U.S.
SEMICONDUCTORS
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
[NASA RELEASE-95-981 P95-10098 06
SENSORS
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-95-137} P95-10137 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-95-195} P95-10195 06
SSPS
S SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE
SERPENS CONSTELLATION
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
INASA RELEASE-95-190} P9_10190 06
SFOP
S SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS FACILITY
SFU
S SPACE FLYER UNIT
SHAW UNIV., N.C.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-701 P95-10070 06
SHORT TAKEOFF AND VERT. LANDING AIRCRAFT
S STOVL AIRCRAFT
SHUTTLE AMATEUR RADIO EXPERIMENT
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_7 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-100t2 06
SHUTFLE-MIR DOCKING
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
INASA RELEASE-9_551 P95-10055 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-571 P95-10057 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE. SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
{NASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-95] P9_10095 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
SILVER VALLEY HS, YERMO, CA.
LOW_OST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS




S SPACEBORNE IMAGING RADAR
SITE SELECTION
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[ NASA RELEASE-95-6J P95-10006 06
SLS-1
S SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1
A-24
SUBJECT INDEX
SMALL BUSINESS INNOVATION RESEARCH
PROGRAM
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
INASA RELEASE-95-119J P95-10119 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1741 P95-10174 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SBIR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-183] P95-10183 06
SMALL BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
PROGRAM
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SE LECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE II RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-199} P95-10199 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214} 1:)95-10214 06
SMALL BUSINESSES
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STFR PHASE
SELECTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1541 P95-10154 06
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-174] P95-10174 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE II RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-199] P95-10199 06
SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYS. OBS., BOSTON, MASS.
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-101 P95-10010 06
SOJOURNER
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
I NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
INASA RELEASE-95-961 P95-10096 06
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG*SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-109} P95-10109 06
SOLAR ARRAYS
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
[ NASA RE LEASE-95-86 J P95-10086 06
SOLAR CORONA
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
I NASA RELEASE-95-26 ] P95-10026 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
1 NASA RELEASE-95-1251 P95-10125 06
SOLAR ELECTRIC PROPULSION STAGE
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-155J P95-10155 06
SOLAR ENERGY
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95-10152 06
SOLAR OSCILLATIONS
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
[NASA RELEASE-95-109J P95-10109 06
SOLAR POLAR CAPS
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE






NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
INASA RELEASE-95-43[ P95-10043 06
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
SOLAR SYSTEM
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
[NASA RELEASE-95-88[ 1>95.10088 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
INASA RELEASE-95-1631 P95-10163 06
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-171] P95-10171 06
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
[NASA RELEASE-95-172] P95-10172 06
I SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION
S SPACE EXPLORATION
SOLAR WIND
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-96] P95.10096 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR /SHUTTLE/
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
S ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR/SHUTTLE/
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SA ADVANCED SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
/SHUFFLE/
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95-601 1:>95-10060 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-130] P95-10130 06
SOLID STATE PHYSICS
S SEMICONDUCTORS
SOLID SURFACE COMBUSTION EXPERIMENT
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995




FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-68 } 1:)95-10068 06
NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN
OUTBACK
[NASA RELEASE-95-187] P95-10187 06
SOURCE EVALUATION BOARD, NASA
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTrLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-10205 06
SOUTH AMERICA
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S.
FOR FIRST TIME
[ NASA RELEASE-95-84 } P95-10084 06
SOUTH CAROLINA UNIV.
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-1061 P95-10106 06
SPACE LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
SOVIET SPACECRAFT




( NASA RELEASE-95o11 } P95-10011 06
SOYUZ SPACECRAFT
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
[NASA RELEASE-95-191] P95-10191 06
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT




NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
[ NASA RELEASE-95-93 [ P95-10093 06
SPACE DOCKING
SA SHUTTLE-MIR DOCKING
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHU_LE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
INASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-95-93] P95-10093 06
SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95_SJ P95-10006 06
SPACE EXPLORATION
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-96] P95-10096 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1631 P95-10163 06
SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS FACILITY
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT




















U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
]NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
SPACE GRANT COLLEGES/CONSORTIA
S UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
SPACE LIFE SCIENCES TRAINING PROGRAM
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM




SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-81 J P95-I0081 06
SPACE MISSIONS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-1551 P95-10155 06
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
I NASA RELEASE-95-163J 1:>95-10163 05
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-164) P95-10164 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
{NASA RELEASE-95-195) P95-10195 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-196J P95-10196 06
SPACE OBSERVATIONS/FROM EARTH/
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
SPACE PHYSICS
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT








NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
SPACE RADAR LABORATORY
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-12] 1:)95-10012 06
SPACE SCIENCE BOARD, NAS-NRC
PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
I NASA RELEASE-95-163] P95-10163 06
SPACE SCIENCE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROGRAM
S STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-321 P95-10032 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-591 P95-10059 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIONS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95-5} 1>95-10005 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
NEW SPACE SHUTFLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-321 P95-10032 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
[NASA RELEASE-95-39] P95-10039 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{ NASA RELEASE-95-55 ] P95-10055 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
{ NASA RELEASE-95-57} P95-10057 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
{ NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE. MICROGRAVlTY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-631 P95-10063 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71 I 1=95-10071 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77{ P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-81 I P95-1008t 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
INASA RELEASE-95-901 P95-10090 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-10121 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-156] P95-10156 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE-95-181) P95-10181 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
INASA RELEASE-95-201 J P95-10201 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-10205 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATIONS
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
INASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-130] P95-10130 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA






COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW





SA WAKE SHIELD FACILITY
SA X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND PLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-18] 1>95-10018 06
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-117] P95-10117 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-I0121 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-157{ P95-10157 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-204] P95-10204 06
SUBJECT INDEX
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-2171 1>95-10217 06
SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAM
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-135J P95-10135 06
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SPACE SHU'FrLES
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-9J P95-10009 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
I NASA RELEASE-95-561 P95-10056 06
SPACE STATION PROGRAM
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-I0002 06
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-13] P95-10013 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-45} Im35-10045 06
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-61 I P95-10061 06
U.S. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-95-161 I P95-10161 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-166J P95-10166 06
SPACE STATION REDESIGN
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
I NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-10002 06
SPACE STATIONS
S INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
S MIR SPACE STATION
SPACE STRUCTURES
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
NASA RELEASE-95-165J P95-10165 06
SPACE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTITUTE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
I NASA RELEASE-95-31 ] P95-10031 06
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
( NASA RELEASE-95-41J P95-10041 06
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
INASA RELEASE-95-521 P95-10052 06
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
[NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-S3J P95-10083 06
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
{NASA RELEASE-95-88] P95-10088 06
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[NASA RELEASE-95-1271 P95-10127 06
SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-t0107 06
A-26
SUBJEC T INDEX



















NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
INASA RELEASE-95-10( P95-tO010 06
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
[NASA RELEASE-95-41 I P95-10041 06
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
INASA RELEASE-95-75J P95-10075 06
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-831 P95-10083 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-164J P95-10164 06
SPACEBORNE EXPERIMENTS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5 P95-10005 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18 P95-10018 06
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-44 P95-10044 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
1NASA RELEASE-95-46 P95-10046 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-71 P95-10071 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77 P95-10077 06
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85 P95-10085 06
T3/VO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE_95-121 ] P95-10121 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
SPACEBORNE IMAGING RADAR
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-12[ P95-10012 06
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET




S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
S IUE /INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
EXPLORER/




SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SA SPACE SHUTTLES
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-95-301 P95-10030 06
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
INASA RELEASE-95-651 P95-10065 06
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATIONS
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
{NASA RELEASE-95-1881 P95-10188 06
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
I NASA RELEASE-95-38] P95-10038 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
INASA RELEASE-95-45] P95-10045 06
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED
(NASA RELEASE*95-219] P95-10219 06
SPACECRAFT INSTRUMENTS
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-95-188] P95-10188 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
SPACECRAFT LAUNCHING
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-95-801 P95-10080 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE-95-1301 P95-10130 06
SPACECRAFT MAINTENANCE
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95-188J P95-10168 06
SPACECRAFT RECOVERY
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-441 P95-10044 06
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
(NASA RELEASE-95-101 I P95-10101 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-2151 P95-10215 06
SPACECREWS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUFFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
ENASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
tNASA RELEASE-95-9] P95-10009 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95*18 P95-10018 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-50 P95-10050 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55 P95-10055 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
{NASA RELEASE-95-56 P95-10056 06
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-63 P95-10063 06
SPINOFFS
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-711 P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-76( P95-10076 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-81 ] P95-10081 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-90( P95-10090 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
I NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
SPACEHAB-3
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
SPACELAB
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
SPACELAB LIFE SCIENCES 1
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-97 L P95-10097 06
SPARTAN SATELLITES
SA SPARTAN-201
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217) P95-10217 06
SPARTAN 204
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995




TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE*95-121 ( P95-10121 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE*95*164] P95-10164 06
SPECIALIZED CENTERS OF RESEARCH & TRAINING
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE*95-151 ] P95-10151 06
SPECTRAL SIGNATURES
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE*95-171 P95-10017 06
SPECTROGRAPHS
S HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH
SPECTROMETERS




HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
I NASA RELEASE-95-17} P95-10017 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM






SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE US
FOR FIRST TIME
iNASA RELEASE-95-84J P95-10084 06
SPU
S SPACE FLYER UNIT
SRM
S SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
SSCE
S SOLID SURFACE COMBUSTION EXPERIMENT
STANFORD UNIV., CALIF.
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-20] P95-10020 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE tl
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
STAR CITY, U.S.S.R.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
{NASA RELEASE-95-25} P95-10025 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
[NASA RELEASE-95-39} P95-10039 06
STAR FORMATION
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
{NASA RELEASE-95-83} P95-10083 06
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
{NASA RELEASE-95-tg0] P95-10190 06
STARDUST MISSION
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT








S WHITE DWARF STARS
STATE UNIV. OF NEW YORK, BUFFALO
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2141 P95-10214 06
STELLAR ENVELOPES
HDBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-83] P95-10083 06
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
[ NASA R ELEASE-95-148 J P95-10148 06
STELLAR EVOLUTION
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-83] P95-10083 06
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
INASA RELEASE-95-190] P95-10190 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-206] P95-10206 06
STELLAR MASS EJECTION
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-g5-83] P95-10083 06
STELLAR SPECTRA
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
tNASA RELEASE-95-212} P95-10212 06
STENNIS SPACE CENTER, MISS.
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-62] P95-10062 06
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSISSlPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-136J t:)95-10136 06
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRE S
FOR OTHER USES
[NASA RELEASE-95-156} P95-10186 06
STEVENS INST. OF TECH., HOBOKEN, N.J.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-151] P95-10151 06
STILLMAN CO., TUSCALOOSA, AL
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES






NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
[NASA RELEASE-95-160] P95-10160 06
STOVL AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
{NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95o10004 06
STRATOSPHERE
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-152J 1:)95-10152 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
INASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10169 06
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
S DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STS-34
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
{NASA RELEASE-95-207} P95-10207 06
STS-39
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
INASA RELEASE-95-166} P95-10166 06
STS-52
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
INASA RELEASE-95-166} P95-10166 06
STS-63
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
STS-67
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_7 MISSION
iNASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
STS-.69
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-130] P95-10130 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-164} P95-10164 106
STS-70
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-32} P95-10032 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
[ NASA RELEASE-95-591 P95-10059 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
{ NASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
STS-71
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55J P95-10055 06
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
I NASA RELEASE-95-57 ] P95-10057 06
NASA ALTERS SHUTTLE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
I NASA RELEASE-95-59] P95-10059 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-9S-95] P95-10095 06
STS-72
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
STS-73
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-32] P95-10032 06
STS-74
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
{ NASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{ NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
STS=75
SPACE SHUTrLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-9} P95-10009 06
STS-76
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06
STS-79
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVlTY FLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-63 ] P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
STS-79
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-50} P95-10050 06
STS-90
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-157} P95-10157 06
STS-110
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT PROJECT
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-641 1:)95-10064 06
STUDENT LAUNCH PROGRAM
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
NASA RELEASE-95-144J 1:)95-10144 06
SUBCONTRACTS
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-13} P95-10013 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
INASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT




MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
SUN
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19[ P95-I0019 06
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
NASA RELEASE-95-26] P95-10026 06
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
NASA RELEASE-95-96] P95-10096 06
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
NASA RELEASE-95-109} P95-10109 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-164} P95-10164 06
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
NASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
SUPERNOVA REMNANTS
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
NASA RELEASE-95-2081 P95-10208 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
{NASA RELEASE-95-41 P95-10004 06
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-124) P95-10124 06
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-176) P95-10176 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
[NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
SUPERSONIC LAMINAR FLOW
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
(NASA RELEASE-95-1841 P95-10184 06
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
SA CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-69} P95-10069 06
SUPERSONICS
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1241 1:>95-10124 06
SURFSAT-1 SATELLITE
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-2041 P95-10204 06
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-10012 06
T
TAPE RECORDERS
GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING
INVESTIGATED
INASA RELEASE-95-182] P95-10182 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95o188) P95-10188 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-193} P95-10193 06
TDR SATELLITES
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
[NASA RELEASE-95-16] P95-10016 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 ) P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-76] P95-10076 06
TDRSS
S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE
SYSTEM
TECH BRIEFS/PUBLICATION/
S NASA TECH BRIEFS
TECH 2005
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-177] P95-10177 06
TECH. RES. & DEVEL AUTHORITY, FL.
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-68 ] P95-10068 06
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
[NASA RELEASE-95-98J P95-10098 06
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSISSIPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-1361 P95-10136 06
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1371 P95-10137 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-95-1501 P95-10150 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
{NASA RELEASE-95-1861 P95-10186 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
[NASA RELEASE-95-8] P95-10008 06
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION FOUNDATION, N.Y.
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
TELECONFERENCING
NASA BEGINS SERIES OF LIVE EDUCATION
TELECASTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2001 P95-10200 06
TELEMETRY
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
INASA RELEASE-95-137} P95-10137 06
TELESCOPES
S GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
S HALE TELESCOPE
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE







NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
INASA RELEASE-95-21} P95-10021 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
{NASA RELEASE-95-169] 1°95-10169 06
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-159{ P95-10159 06
TENNESSEE STATE UNIV.
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-78) P95-10078 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
INASA RELEASE-95-1061 P95-10106 06
TOPOGRAPHY
TERMINAL RADAR APPROACH CONTROL ITRACONI
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-66) P95-10066 06
TEST FACILITIES
SA ICING RESEARCH TUNNEL /LERC/
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY









SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
JNASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
TETHERED SATELLITES
S TETHERED SATELLITE SYSTEM
TEXAS A AND M UNIV.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-214] P95-10214 06
TEXAS UNIV., DALLAS
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-2011 P95-10201 06
TEXAS UNIV., EL PASO
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
INASA RELEASE-95-48] 1:)95-10048 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-78] 1:)95-10078 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK






SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S
FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-95-84] P95-10084 06
TIRES
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES





S TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
TITAN 4
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-180] 1>95-10180 06
TITAN-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-180[ P95-10180 06
TOKYO UNIV., JAPAN
U,S, INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-24[ P95-10024 05
TOPEX/POSEIDON MISSION
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
{NASA RELEASE-95-7[ P95-10007 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-1461 P95-10146 06
TOPOGRAPHY
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES




S SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR
TORNADOES
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING. TORNADOES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1601 P95-10160 06
TOTAL OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER
SUCCESSFUL U.S.-RUSSIAN OZONE-MONITORING
MISSION APPEARS OVER
INASA RELEASE-95-11 I P95-10011 06
TOUTATIS ASTEROID
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-171 J P95-10171 06
TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
S DEEP SPACE NETWORK
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLITE SYSTEM
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1801 P95-10180 06
TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELUTES
S TDR SATELLITES
TRACKING STATIONS
S GOLDSTONE TRACKING STATION, CALIF.
TRACON











NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION_CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-149] P95-10149 06
TROPICAL OCEAN GLOBAL ATMOSPHERE PROJECT
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
I NASA RELEASE-95-1591 P95-10159 06
TUFTS UNIV., MASS.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
U
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-14} P95-10014 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
INASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
U.S. MICROGRAVITY PAYLOADS IUSMPI
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
U.S. PARK SERVICE
S PARK SERVICE, U.S.
U.S.S.R.
S INSTITUTE OF BIOMED. PROBLEMS, U.S.S.R.
ULTRAVIOLET ASTRONOMY
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
INASA RELEASE-95-171 P95-10017 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
{NASA RELEASE-95-41 ] P95-10041 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-87] P95-10087 06
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
SA EXTREME UV RADIATION
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1481 1°95-10148 06
ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-164] P95-10164 06
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
I NASA RELEASE-95-195] P95-10195 06
ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPES
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
(NASA RELEASE-95-87] P95-10087 06
ULYSSES MISSION
ULYSSES SPACECRAFr TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
[NASA RELEASE-95-261 P95-10026 06
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
INASA RELEASE-95-961 P95-10096 06
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-109J P95-10109 06
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-125] P95-10125 06
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
[NASA RELEASE-95-185] P95-10185 06
UNISYS CORP., HOUSTON, TEX.
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-95_I7] P95-10047 06
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
S PRATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
UNITED STATES PARK SERVICE
S PARK SERVICE, U.S.
UNIV. OF CENTRAL FL ORLANDO
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-68J P95-10068 06
UNIVERSITIES
S CLARK-ATLANTA UNIV,, CA,
S MINORITY UNIVERSITIES
S PRARIE VIEW A AND M UNIV., TX.
S SC STATE UNIV., ORANGEBURG
S UNIV. OF CENTRAL FL. ORLANDO
S WAKE FOREST UNIV., WINSTON-SALEM, NC.
S XAVIER UNIV. AT NEW ORLEANS, LA,
UNIVERSITY PARTICIPATION
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
INASA RELEASE-95-100] P95-10100 06
UNIVERSITY PROGRAMS
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-48 ] P95-10048 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
NASA RELEASE-95-70] P95-10070 06
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
INASA RELEASE-95-78] P95-10078 06
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
[NASA RELEASE-95-106] 1=95-10106 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
{NASA RELEASE-95-107} P95-10107 06
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-115J P95-10115 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
1NASA RELEASE-95-151 ] P95-10151 06
SUBJECT INDEX
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
INASA RELEASE-95-t44J P95-10144 06
UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH PROGRAM
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
INASA RELEASE-95-115[ P95-t01t5 06
USMP/PAYLOAD/
S US. MICROGRAVITY PAYLOADS /USMP/
V
VANDENBIERG AFB, CALIF.
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE





MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
(NASA RELEASE-95-28 J P95-10028 06
VENUS ATMOSPHERE
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS




MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY




NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
[NASA RELEASE-95-281 P95-10028 06
VESTA ASTEROID
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA




NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
INASA RELEASE-95-21 J P95-10021 06
VIDEO EQUIPMENT
SA VIDEO DISKS
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
{NASA RELEASE-95-21 } P95-10021 06
VIDEO TAPE
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE US
FOR FIRST TIME
(NASA RELEASE-95-84) P95-10084 06
VIRGINIA SPACE GRANT CONSORTIUM
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
[NASA RELEASE-95-144( P95-10144 06
VIRGINIA UNIV.. CHARLOTTESVILLE
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
{NASA RELEASE-95-129J P95-10129 06
VIRUSES
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 I P95-10061 06
VISION AID6
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSISSIPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM




NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HE LPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-1161 P95-10116 06
VOLCANOES
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
[NASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
VORTICES
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-16 NOSE
STRAKES
INASA RELEASE-95-1751 P95-10175 06
W
WAKE FOREST UNIV., WINSTON-SALEM, NC.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-151 ] P95-10151 06
WAKE SHIELD FACILITY
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUFFLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 I 1:)95-10121 06
WAKE VORTEX
S VORTICES
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY, VA.
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
INASA RELEASE-95-441 P95-10044 06
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-95-67] P95-10067 06
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE*95-68] P95-10068 06
WASHINGTON ACC. LEARN. CTR., PASADENA, CA.
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUFFLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-161 ] P95-10181 06
WASHINGTON UNIV., SEA'I-rLE
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-201 ] P95-10201 06
WASTE WATER
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS




SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS




TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 P95-10007 06
WEATHER DATA
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1971 P95-10197 06
WEATHER FORECASTING
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
I NASA RELEASE-95-31 I P95-10031 06
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1591 P95-10159 06
WHITE DWARF STARS
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
I NASA RELEASE-95-751 P95-10075 06
WHITE SANDS GROUND STATION, N. MEXICO
NASA AWARDS $461 6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
[NASA RELEASE-95-16] P95-10016 06
WICHITA STATE UNIV.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-129] P95-10129 06
WIDE FIELD CAMERAS
S WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
WIDE FIELD/PLANETARY CAMERA 2
EMBRYONIC STABS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
[NASA RELEASE-95-190] P95-10190 06
WILD-2 COMET
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-2091 P95-10209 06
WlLMER EYE INSTITUTE, BALTIMORE, MD.
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSlSSIPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-136] P95-10136 06
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
I NASA RELEASE-95-4t P95-10004 06
WIND TUNNEL TESTS
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE*SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
INASA RELEASE-95-4) P95-10004 06
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
tNASA RELEASE-95-1941 P95-10194 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1971 P95-10197 06
WIND TUNNELS
SA PRESSURE WIND TUNNEL
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1941 P95-10194 06
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-197] P95-10197 06
WING PROFILES
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT




WISTAR INST. OF ANATOMY AND BIOLOGY, PA.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAV_TY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
WOODDALE HS, MEMPHIS, TN.
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-113] P95-10113 06
WORLD MONUMENTS FUND
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-12] P95-10012 06
WORLD WIDE WEB.
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12
SCHOOLS
INASA RELEASE-95-141 I P95-10141 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-167[ P95-10167 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
INASA RELEASE-95-168] P95-10168 06
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
INASA RELEASE-95-169) P95-10169 06
X
X-BAND
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICALSITEIN
CAMBODIA
INASA RELEASE-95-12] P95-10012 06
XAVIER UNIV. AT NEW ORLEANS, LA.
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-2041 P95-10204 015
X-RAY ANALYSIS
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
I NASA RELEASE-95-211 ] P95-10211 06
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
[NASA RELEASE-95-162) P95-10162 06
X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
1 NASA RELEASE-95-10] P95-10010 06
X-RAY IMAGERY
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-10] P95-10010 06
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
I NASA RELEASE-95-2081 P95-10208 06
X-RAY TELESCOPES
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-101 P95-tO010 06
X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
[NASA RELEASE-95-80] P95-10080 06
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-95-162) P95-10162 06
tUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
INASA RELEASE-95-1701 P95-10170 06
X-RAYS
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE
INASA RELEASE-95-162] P95-10162 06
X-31 AIRCRAFT
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
I NASA RELEASE-95-203[ P95-10203 06
X-32 AIRCRAFT
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
I NASA RELEASE-95-4] P95-t0004 06
X-33 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1 ] P95-10001 06
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-23J P95-10023 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
INASA RELEASE-95-38] P95-10036 06
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED
(NASA RELEASE-95-219] P95-10219 06
X-34 REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-23J P95-10023 06
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
[NASA RELEASE-95-40J P95-10040 06
XAVIER UNIV. AT NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
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A
ABBEY, GEORGE
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-95*1321 P95-10132 06
ABRAM, KINESHIA K.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
ADAMSON, JAMES C.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
(NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
AHRENS, THOMAS
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
[NASA RELEASE-95-189[ P95-10189 06
AKERS, TOM
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
ALBERTS, JEFFREY
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK tOOTH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
ALDRIN, EDWIN EUGENE, JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
ALFREY, CLARENCE P.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210} P95-10210 06
ALLEN, ANDREW M.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95o9] P95-10009 06
ALLEN, JOSEPH PERCIVAL, IV
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
ALLEN, MARK G.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
ALTENKIRCH, ROBERT A.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-SI P95-10005 06
AMASON, LORI A.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
AMBROISE, VALERIE
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
AMERINE, ROBERT W.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85[ P95-10085 06
AMIDON, GORDON L
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
ANDERS, WILLIAM ALISON
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77[ P95-10077 06
ANDERSEN, HANS CHRISTIAN
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
ANDERSON, JOHN
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
{NASA RELEASE-95-207} 1>95-10207 06
APT, JEROME
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHU'I-rLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-50[ Io95-10050 06
ARCHULETA, NANCY
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154{ P95-10154 06
ARMSTRONG, NElL ALDEN
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
ARNAUD, SARA
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-20[ P95-10020 06
ARVIDSON, RAYMOND E.
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
[NASA RELEASE-95-2011 I)95-10201 06
ARZAMOZOV, G.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-95-t92J 1>95-10192 06
AUSMAN, NEAL E., JR.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
(NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-t0207 06
AUSTIN, GENE
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED
INASA RELEASE-95-219[ P95-10219 06
AVDEYEV, SERGEI
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
B
BADHWAR, G.
U,S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
BAER-REIDHART, JENNIFER
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-1521 P95-10152 06
BAGENAL" FRANCES
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[ NASA RELEASE-95-207[ P95-10207 06
BAGIAN, JAMES P.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95_,9] P95-10049 06
ASTRONAUT BAGIAN JOINS EPA
INASA RELEASE-95-142[ P95-10142 06
BAHCALL, JOHN
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
I NASA RELEASE-95-41[ P95-10041 06
BAHETHL, OM P.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUFFLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158_ P95-10158 06
BAIN, DAN
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
INASA RELEASE-95-891 P95-10089 06
BAINES, KEVlN H.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN. VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
BAKER, D. JAMES
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
tNASA RELEASE-95-82[ P95-10082 06
BAKER, ELLEN S.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49[ I)95-10049 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUFFLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55[ P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95.207[ 1:)95-10207 06
BAKER, MICHAEL A.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-251 P95-10025 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA




NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
BALLARD, ROBERT
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
I NASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
RARCELLOS-HOFF, MARY H.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
BARKER, RAUOL S.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
BARRY, DANIEL T.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-217} P9_10217 06
BAUER, FRANK
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
BEAUCHAMP, PATRICIA
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-95-t95J P95-10195 06
BECKER, WILHELM
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
BEECH, PETER
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
[NASA RELEASE-95-26] P95-10026 06
BEHARKA, A.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
BEHRENS, JAIME
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
BELTON, MICHAEL
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
BERGMANN, LUKE
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-64] P95-10064 06
BERGSTRALH, JAY
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
BERNHART, DEBORAH
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
BEST, PHILIP
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1331 P95-10133 06
BIEVERIDGE, JAMES R.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
BHATNAGAR, RAJENDRA S.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
BIBRING, JEAN-PIERRE
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
INASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06
BIJVOET, JAN
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{ NASA RELEASE-95-5 ] P95-10005 06
BINDER, ALAN B.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
RIRGE, ROBERT
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-10121 06
BLAHA, JOHN E.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-95-25 } P95-10025 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
INASA RELEASE-95-39J P95-10039 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT. LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-156J P95-10156 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-191] P95-10191 06
US. SHUFFLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
BLOCK, INGRID
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
BLOOMBERG, J.
U_S, SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
BLUFORD, GUION S., JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77 J P95-10077 06
BLUM, BRIAN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
BLUM, VOLKER
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
BODINE-FOWLER, SUE C.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 { P95-10071 06
BOHN-MEYER, MARTA
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
I NASA RELEASE-95-184] P95-10184 06
BOLDEN, CHARLES F., JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49 ] P95-10049 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
BOPP, THOMAS
HUBBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
INASA RELEASE-95-178] 1:)95-10178 06
BORISOV, M.
U,S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
BORMAN, FRANK
SHUTFLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[ NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
BORUCKI, WILLIAM J.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{ NASA RELEASE-95-19 ] P95-10019 06
BOSH, AMANDA S.
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1271 P95-10127 06
BOSKEY, ADELE
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
BOTHUN, GREGORY D.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
BOWEN, DAVID
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
[NASA RELEASE-95-41 _ P95-10041 06
BOWERSOX, KENNETH D.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95-51 1>95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-49) P95-10049 06
SHUTFLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
BOYCE, BRADLEY R.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
BOYD, JOHN S.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_7 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
BOYNTON, WILLIAM
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
BRADY, CHARLES E., JR.
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-173] 1=95-10173 06
BRAND, VANCE DEVOE
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 1:)95-10049 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77J 1:)95-10077 06
BRANDENSTEIN, DANIEL C.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
SHUTrLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
BREWER, MEGAN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS




NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-511 P95-10051 06
BRIGGS, GEOFFREY
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[NASA RELEASE-95-117] P95-10117 06
BRINKLEY, RANDY
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-10002 06
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-131 P95-10013 06
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-138] P95-10138 06
U.S STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
I NASA RELEASE-95-161 ] P95-10t61 06
BROADFOOT, A. LYLE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19J P95-10019 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 [ P95-10121 06
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
BROWN, CHRISTOPHER
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
(NASA RELEASE-95*5{ P95-10005 06
BROWN, CURTIS L., JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-90[ P95-10090 06
BROWN, HUGH M.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158) P95-10158 06
BROWN, RONALD H.
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-82J P95-10082 06
BROWN, WESLEY H., SR.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
( NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
BROWNLEE, DONALD
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
[N,_SA RELEASE-95-209J P95-10209 06
BRYANT, ROY
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
[NASA RELEASE-95-89J P95-10089 06
BUDARIN, NIKOLAI M.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE PLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 I)95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
t NASA RELEASE-95-55 J P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
BUFI"ON, JACK
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[ NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
BULA, RAYMOND J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-t0005 06
BURNETT, DONALD S.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
BURROWS, CHRIS
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-83] P95-10083 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
BURSCH, DANIEL W.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[ NASA RELEASE-95-90 ] P95-10090 06
BURTS, ELLEN
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-85 ] P95-10085 06
BUSALACCHI, ANTONIO
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1591 P95-10159 06
BUTERA, KRIS
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
BUTLER, DAN
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
BUTLER, RICHARD W.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
C
CABANA, KENNETH D.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
CABANA, ROBERT D.
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
I NASA RELEASE-95-36 ] P95-10036 06
CADDELL, TRAVIS
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95_o4J P95-10064 06
CADOGAN, DAVID P.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
CAMERON, KENNETH D.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
CAMPBELL, DONALD
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
{NASA RELEASE-95-8] P95-10008 06
CHANG-DIAZ, FRANKLIN R.
CANE, MARK
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-159] P95-10159 06
CANTRELL, JOHN
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-95-371 P95-10037 06
CARFRAE, MATTHEW J.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
CARLE, GLENN
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
CARLSON, ROBERT
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-t0207 06
CARRUTHERS, GEORGE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
CARSWELL, BILL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
ENASA RELEASE-95-121) P95-10121 06
CARTER, DANIEL
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95*51 P95-10OO5 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95*181 P95-10018 06
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
I NASA RELEASE-95-211 I P95-10211 06
CASANI, KANE
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
[NASA RELEASE-95-100] P95-10100 06
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95*155] P95-10155 06
CASPER, JOHN H.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 1>95-19049 06
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-90} P95-10090 06
CASSANTO, JOHN M.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MfSSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
CASSINI, JEAN-DOMINQUE
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
I NASA RELEASE-95-118] P95-10118 06
CASSTEVENS, MARTIN
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103{ P95-10103 06
CERULLO, JOE
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217) P95-10217 06
CHAMPOLLION, JEAN-FRANCOIS
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
I NASA RELEASE-95-189] P95-10189 06
CHANDRATHIL, ANITA A.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
{ NASA RELEASE-95-85J P95-10085 06
CHANG-DIAZ, FRANKLIN R.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
B-3
CHAPES, KEITH
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{ NASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
CHAPES, KEITH
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
CHELI, MAURIZlO
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-9} P95-10009 06
CHEN, DAKE
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
INASA RELEASE-95-159} P95-10159 06
CHENG, ANDREW F.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[ NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
CHENG, FUHUA
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
{NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
CHIAO, LEROY
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUFFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES. TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-217] P95-10217 06
CHILTON, KEVIN P.
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-50} P95-10050 06
CHORNUK, MYRON A.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
CHRISTENSEN, MICHAEL D.
CHRtSTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
NASA RELEASE-95-105{ 1:)95-10105 06
CHRISTIAN, HUGH
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
NASA RELEASE-95-160} 1:)95-10160 06
CHUNG, LELAND W. K.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-461 1:)95-10046 06
CLARK, WILLIAM
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
CLARKS, HENRY J., III
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
CLAYTON, GEOFFREY C.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
CLIFFORD, MICHAEL RICHARD U.
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192} 1:)95-10192 06
CLIFTON, STUART
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
CLINTON, BILL
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
INASA RELEASE-95-139] 1:)95-10139 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SBIR PHASE
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1831 P95-10183 06
COCHRAN, ANITA
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
NASA RELEASE-95-88} P95-10088 06
COCKRELL KENNETH D.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
NASA RELEASE-95-5[ P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
NASA RELEASE-95-121} P95-10121 06
CODE, ARTHUR D.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
COLEMAN, CATHERINE G.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-g5-5] P95-10005 06
COLGAN, SEAN W. J.
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06
COLLINS, CALVIN N.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-95_5] P9_10085 06
COLLINS, EILEEN M.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
SHUFFLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
COLLINS, JASON H.
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
[NASA RELEASE-95-153} P95-10153 06
COLLINS, MICHAEL
SHUFFLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] I)95-10077 06
COMPTON, LES
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
{NASA RELEASE-95-94} P95-10094 06
CONNELL BRENDAN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95_o4] P95-10064 06
COOK, JAMES
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
COONS, TIM
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
COOPER, LEROY GORDON, JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77[ P95-10077 06
CORDOVA, FRANCE
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-123} P95-10123 06
COSGROVE, DANIEL J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
COTE, GERALD L
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
( NASA RELEASE-95-46 ) 1:)95-10046 06
COVEY, RICHARD O.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
I CRIPPEN, ROBERT LAUREL
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-49] IO95-10049 06
SHUFFLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
CUNNINGHAM, WALTER RONNIE
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
CURIE, MARIE
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
INASA RELEASE-95-112} P95-10112 06
CURRIE, NANCY
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71} P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 9 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
[ NASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
CUSICK, KATHLEEN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-64 } P95-10064 06
D
D'_TON, CLAUDE
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
{NASA RELEASE-95-189} 1::)95-10199 06
DAILEY, JOHN R.
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-95-105] 1::)95-10105 06
DAISY, BRYN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
DANAK, AMITA
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-64] P95-10064 06
DAVIDSEN, ARTHUR F.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10019 06
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
[NASA RELEASE-95-871 P95-10087 06
DAVIED, PAUL
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-66 } P95-10066 06
DAVIES, ERIC
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-95-151 I 1::=95-10151 06
DAVIS, BRIAN L
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210{ P95-10210 06
DAVIS, KATHRYN M.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85} P95-10085 06
DAVIS, TERRY L
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-t0158 06
B-4
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX EVANS, LYNN M.
DEDECKER, MICHELLE
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95o641 P95-10064 06
DEFRANCE, SMITH J.
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
{NASA RELEASE-95-194] P95-10194 06
DELOMBARD, R.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
DELUCAS, LAWRENCE J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-I0005 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 1O0TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71} P95-10071 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
DEMINCO, PAUL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
DESINOV, I-
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
DEV, S. PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
DEZHUROV, VLADIMIR
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55} P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77{ P95-10077 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
DI IORIO, JOSEPH O.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-158} P95-10158 06
DIAZ, ALPHONSO
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
INASA RELEASE-95-110[ P95-10110 06
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
INASA RELEASE-95-132{ P95-10132 06
DIGGS, AMSHA B.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
DIMITRIJEVICH, S. DAN
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
DIRKSEN, ELLEN R.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-t0046 06
OOI, TATAO
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
{NASA RELEASE-95-3] P95-10003 06
DONOHUE, GEORGE
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1981 P95-10198 06
DRESSLER, JOHN LAWRENCE
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103} P95-10103 06
DRIVER, SIMON
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-120] P95-10120 06
DUBAY, J. R.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-158} P95-10158 06
DUCAN, MARTIN
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
DUDLEY, MICHAEL
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-691 P95-10069 06
DUFFY, BRIAN J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
DUFOUR, REGINALD
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
DUMBACHER, DAN
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
{ NASA RELEASE-95-114} P95-10114 06
DUNBAR, BONNIE J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
DUNKER, CHRIS
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121} P95-10121 06
DUPREE, ANDREA
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
[NASA RELEASE-95-170] P95-10170 06
DUOUE, PEDRO
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAMITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-83[ P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06
DURRANCE, SAMUEL T.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15{ P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS*67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06
DURZAN, DON J.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
DU'R'A, SUNIL
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154} P95-10154 06
E
EARHART, AMELIA
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
I NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
EISELE, DONN FULTON
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
EISTEIN, ALBERT
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
INASA RELEASE-95-2161 1°95-10216 06
ELLIOt-r, LAURA
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
ELUS, RICHARD
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
ENGLE, JOE HENRY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49 P95-10049 06
EPSTEIN, ALEX
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-64 P95-10064 06
ERICKSON, EDWIN F.
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-148 P95-10148 06
ERNST, JASON
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-64 P95-10064 06
ERZBERGER, HEINZ
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-66 P95-10066 06
ESPEY, BRIAN R.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-18 P95-10018 06
ESPOS.ITO, LARRY
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19' P95-I0019 06
ESTESS, ROY
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-62 P95-10062 06
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSISSIPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-95-136] P95-10136 06
EVANS, C.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-gS-1921 P95-10192 06
EVANS, DIANE
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL S_TE IN
CAMBODIA
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 P95-I0012 06
EVANS, LYNN M.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM





STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 1:)95-10085 06
FAHEY, DAVID
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-1761 P95-10176 06
FAINBERG, JOSEPH
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
[NASA RELEASE-95-1851 P95-10185 06
FANALE, FRASER P.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-19} P95-10019 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
FATTAEY, H.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121} P95-10121 06
FAVIER, JEAN-JACQUES
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-63} P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P9_10173 06
FEEBACK, DANIEL L
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210} P95-10210 06
FEIGELSON, ROBERT S.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
FELDMAN, PAUL
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 1='95-10019 06
FERNANDEZ-PELLO, CARLOS
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121{ P95-10121 06
FERRANDO, ARNY A.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210) I:)95-10210 06
FERRARESE, LAURA
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
INASA RELEASE-95-216} 1:)95-10216 06
FETTMAN, MARTIN J.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
FEUERBORN, ANGELA
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-641 1:)95-10064 06
FINLEY, DAVID S.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_57 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
FISCHER, MIKE
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
INASA RELEASE-95-124} 1:)95-10124 06
FISHER, RICHARD
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 } P95-10121 06
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-164{ P95-10164 06
FOALE, C. MICHAEL
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5 ] P95-10005 06
FORCE, CHARLES T.
NASA AWARDS $481.6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
[NASA RELEASE-95-16) P95-10016 06
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-180) P95-10180 06
FORD, HOLLAND
HUDDLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
INASA RELEASE-95-2161 P95-10216 06
FORSMAN, A.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
FORTNEY, SUZANNE M.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210 P95-10210 06
FOSSUM, ERIC
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
INASA RELEASE-95-98 P95-10098 06
FRANK, LOU
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
{NASA RELEASE-95-207 P95-10207 06
FREEDMAN, WENDY L
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_7 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
FREEMAN, YVONNE D.
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-213 P95-I0213 06
FREY, JON
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-64 P95-10064 06
FU, LEE-LUENG
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
[NASA RELEASE-95-7{ P95-10007 06
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISSION
{ NASA RELEASE-98-1461 P95-10146 06
FULLER, CHARLES/_
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 } P95-10071 06
FULLER, JOSEPH
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
FULLERTON, CHARLES GORDON
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
[NASA RELEASE-95-89} P95-10089 06
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1491 P95-10149 06
G
GARDNER, GUY S.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
GARNEAU, MARC D.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[ NASA RELEASE-95-901 P95-10090 06
GARRIOTT, OWEN KAY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{ NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
GARVEY, JOHN
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
i NASA RELEASE-95-141 P95-10014 06
GATES, JIM
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
GAWDIAK, Y.
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
GAWRONSKI, KENENTH E.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTrLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-10158 06
GEMAR, CHARLES D.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
GENCO, LOUIS
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-711 P95-10071 06
GERNHARDT, MICHAEL L
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-10121 06
GEVINS, ALAN S.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
GIBBONS, JOHN
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUDDLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
[ NASA RELEASE-95-56 t P95-10056 06
GIBSON, ROBERT L
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-98-51 P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49 ] P95-10049 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55} P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
GIDZENKO, YURI
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
GIERASCH, PETER
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 O6
GILLAM, ISSAC T., SR.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
(NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
GILMORE, GERRY
HUDDLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95_10120 06
GLADSTONE, GEORGE R.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
GLEASON, GERALD
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71 } P95-10071 06
GLENN, JOHN HERSCHEL JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP




RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5{ P95-10005 06
GOBLER, HARRY
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
INASA RELEASE-95-1431 P95-10143 06
GODWIN, LINDA M.
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77 [ P95-10077 06
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
GOETZ, OTTO
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95o32] P95-10032 06
GOGEL, JILL A.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
GOLDBERGER, ARY L.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-210{ P95-10210 06
GOLDIN, DANIEL S.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
I NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
X-33. X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-23J P95-10023 06
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 06
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
NASA RELEASE-95-38 P95-10038 06
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
{NASA RELEASE-95-42 P95-10042 06
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNtSYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
NASA RELEASE-95-47 P95-10047 06
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-48 P95-10048 06
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10051 06
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE tS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES. GOLDIN SAYS
NASA RELEASE-95-54 P95-10054 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUDDLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
{NASA RELEASE-95-56 P95-10056 06
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
(AERONAUTICS)
INASA RELEASE-95-58 P95-10058 06
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT LOS RIDS
INASA RELEASE-95-65 P95-10065 06
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
[ NASA RELEASE-95-731 P95-10073 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77 [ P95-10077 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
]NASA RELEASE-95-82[ P95-10082 06
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-91 I P95-10091 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
NASA RELEASE-95-92 P95-10092 06
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-99 P95-10099 06
SCHUMACHER. WHITEHEAD APPOINTED
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATORS
INASA RELEASE-95-102 P95-10102 06
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107 P95-10107 06
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
NASA RELEASE-95-110 P95-10110 06
NASA C-130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
[NASA RELEASE-95-116 P95-10116 06
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
INASA RELEASE-95-119 P95-10119 06
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-123 P95-10123 06
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODOARD
I NASA RELEASE-95-126 P95-10126 06
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-128 P95-10128 06
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
INASA RELEASE-95-132 P95-10132 06
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
INASA RELEASE-95-1341 P95-10134 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
{NASA RELEASE-95-1501 P95-10150 06
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
{NASA RELEASE-95-154] P95-10154 06
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-157] P95-10157 06
PIONEER 1 1 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
INASA RELEASE-95-1631 P95-10163 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
I NASA RELEASE-95-166{ P95-10166 06
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1771 P95-10177 06
NASA PIONEER WALTER C WILLIAMS DIES
{NASA RELEASE-95-1791 P95-10179 06
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S ALLIANCE
[NASA RELEASE-95-205] P95-I0205 06
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-95-213] P95-10213 06
GOLIMOWSKI, DAVID
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
INASA RELEASE-95-212] P95-10212 06
GOL_ MARK
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
GONZALEZ, ERNEST P.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHU_-FLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
GOODWIN, THOMAS J.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
GRUN, EBERHARD
GOODY, RICHARD
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
I NASA RELEASE-95-19) P95-10019 06
GORE, ALBERT
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
JNASA RELEASE-95-73] P95-10073 06
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-821 P95-10082 06
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-91 ] P95-10091 06
GRACE, BRIAN E.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
JNASA RELEASE-95-85{ P95-10085 06
GRAVES, JERICK
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
GREELEY, RONALD
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
{NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
GREEN, RICHARD
HUDDLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
GREEN, STEVEN
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1981 P95-10198 06
GREGORY, FREDERICK D.
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
I NASA RELEASE-95-47] P95-10047 06
GREGORY, WILLIAM C.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
JNASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
GREGORY, WlLLIAN C.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18{ P95-10018 06
GRIFFIN, E. A.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STrR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103{ P95-10103 06
GRIFFITHS, RICHARD
HUDDLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
GRISSOM, VIRGIL IVAN
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
GROSS, ROBERTA L.
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-139] P95-10139 06
GRUENER, RAPHAEL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUFFLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
GRUN, EBERHARD
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
[NASA RELEASE-95-147) P95-10147 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN




RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-15] P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
GUIDONI, UMBERTO
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-9} P95-10009 06
GUNN, JAMES P.
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
INASA RELEASE-95-871 P95-10087 06
GUPTA, ASHIS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUI_LE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
GURNETT, DONALD
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
GUTIERREZ, SIDNEY M.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
GUZDAR, ADI R.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103} 1:)95-10103 06
H
HAAS, MICHAEL R.
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-148[ P95-10148 06
HADFIELD, CHRIS A.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192) P95-10192 06
HALE, ALAN
HUMBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
[NASA RELEASE-95-178J P95-10178 06
HALL, DOYLE
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
[NASA RELEASE-95-17[ P95-10017 06
HALSELL, JAMES DONALD, JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
U.S, SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
HAMILTON, GEORGE R.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[ NASA RELEASE-95-85 ] P95-10085 06
RAMMEL, HEIDI
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
I NASA RELEASE-95-531 P95-10053 06
HAMMOND, TIMOTHY G.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
RANSEN, JAMES
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207} 1:)95-10207 06
HANZEVACK, EMIL L
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
HARBAUGH, GREGORY J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5[ P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUT[LE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55} P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUMBLE
SERVICING MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-81J P95-10081 06
HARGENS, ALAN R.
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
INASA RELEASE-95-371 1:"35-10037 06
HARM, D.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
HARPER, SHELLY
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-85J P95-10085 06
HARRIS, BERNARD/L, JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95_I9J P95-10049 06
HARRIS, WESLEY L
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
(AERONAUTICS)
INASA RELEASE-95-581 P95-10058 06
HARRISON, MICHAEL
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-95-137] P95-10137 06
HARRISS, ROBERT
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-115] P95-101t5 06
HARTSFIELD, HENRY WARREN, JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
HASENSTEIN, KARL H.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210} I)95-10210 06
HASSER, EILEEN M.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-I0210 06
HAUCK, FREDERICK H.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
HAWLEY, STEVEN A.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49J P95_10049 06
HELMS, SUSAN J.
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-631 P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173} P95-I0173 06
HENRICKS, TERENCE T.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-SJ P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[ NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-71 J P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW




INASA RELEASE-95-11 J P95-10011 06
HESTER, JEFF
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
INASA RELEASE-95-83 ] P95-10083 06
HIEB, RICHARD J.
ASTRONAUT HIES TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
{NASA RELEASE-95-36} P95-10036 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
HILSENRATH, ERNEST
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
HINES, JOHN W.
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS'
LIVES
INASA RELEASE-95-137{ 1:)95-10137 06
HINSON, DAVID R.
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
[NASA RELEASE-95-107] P95-10107 06
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
{NASA RELEASE-95-1501 P95-10150 06
HINSON, ROBERT C.
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
{NASA RELEASE-95-1801 P95-10180 06
HOCK, BERTOLD
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 F_5-10210 06
HOEHN, ALEX
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
_NASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
HOFFMAN, JEFFREY A.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
HOLDER, DON
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 I P95-10061 06
HOLDSWORTH, CLAY H.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
HOLICK, MICHAEL F.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
HOLLOWAY, HARRY
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
NASA RELEASE-95-157J P95-10157 06
HOLLOWAY, TOMMY
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
NASA RELEASE-95-86] P95-10086 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA




NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
rNASA RELEASE-95-128} P95*10128 06
HOLT, STEPHEN
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
[ NASA RELEASE-95-208] P95-10208 06
HOOD, ELIZABETH E.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
HORA, RICHARD P.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
HORACK, JOHN
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
HORD, CHARLES
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-19207 06
HORN, LINDA
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
NASA RELEASE-95-721 P95-10072 06
HOROWITZ, SCOTT J.
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-9] P95-10009 06
HOWARD, H. TAYLOR
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
'NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
HOWD, JANICE K.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
HUANG, MIN
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
NASA RELEASE-95-75] P95-10075 06
HUBENY, IVAN
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
NASA RELEASE-95-75) P95-10075 06
HUCHRA, JOHN
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
NASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
HUDSON, JAMES M.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STrR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
HUDSON, SCOTT
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-171[ P95-10171 06
HUGHES-FULFORD, MILLIE
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
HULSE, NATHAN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-64J P95-10064 06
HUMPHREYS, JOHN
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
[NASA RELEASE-95-10] P95-10010 06
HUNTEN, DONALD M.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207J 1:)95-10207 06
HUNTER, PAUL
NASA AWARDS $7.1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
INASA RELEASE-95-113} P95-10113 06
HUNTOON, CAROLYN
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-95-132J P95-10132 06
HUNTRESS, WESLEY T., JR.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 96
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
{NASA RELEASE-95-33 ] 1:=95-10033 06
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
{NASA RELEASE-95-56} P95-10056 06
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
{NASA RELEASE-95-1891 P95-10189 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-1961 P95-10196 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-206} P95-10206 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207] 1:)95-10207 06
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-2091 P95-10209 06
HURST, CHRISTON
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-61{ P95-10061 06
HUYGENS, CHRISTIAAN
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-1181 P95-10118 06
I
ILLINGWORTH, GARTH
















NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
NASA RELEASE-95-154) P95-10154 06
IVANOV,/_
U,S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING iN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
IVINS, MARSHA S.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
P95-10120 06








STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
JACOBSON, DAVID
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
JOHNSON, SANDRA G.
JAFFE, WALTER
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
INASA RELEASE-95-216] P95-10216 06
JAHNS, GARY
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
I NASA RELEASE-95-571 P95-10057 06
JAMES, JOHN
U.S. SHUFFLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
JANES, HARRY W.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
I NASA RELEASE-95-151 } P95-10151 06
JAYROE, ROBERT
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS.87 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
JEFFERSON, LLMAS
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUFFLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
JEFFS, GEORGE
SHUFFLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-27] P95-10027 06
JENKS, KENNETH C.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
JENNISON, CHRIS
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
I NASA RELEASE-95-1161 P95-10116 06
JERNIGAN, TAMARA E.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
JESSUP, J. MILBURN
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 1O0TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 I P95-I0071 06
JEFF, BRENT W., JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{ NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95- I0005 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
JEW, JANET
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
INASA RELEASE-95-154} P95-10154 06
JOHNSON, ANNE
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MISSISSIPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-136] P95-10136 06
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
INASA RELEASE-95-186} 1:)95-10186 06
JOHNSON, SANDRA G.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT




TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
JOHNSON, TORRENCE V.
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-95-1881 P95-10188 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[ NASA RELEASE-95-207 J P95-10207 06
JONG, JEN-YI
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103i P95-10103 06
JOSEF, J.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
JOYNER, CLAUDINE L.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
{NASA RELEASE-95-85 { P95-10085 06
JUDGE, DARRELL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
t995






I NASA RELEASE-95-64{ P95-10064 06
KASZUBOWSKI, MARTY
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-10158 06
KAUFMAN, PETER
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995




INASA RELEASE-95-11 I P95-10011 06
KEEL, WILLIAM
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
I NASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
KELLEY, JOE
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
{ NASA RELEASE-95-186] P95-10186 05
KENNEDY, PATRICK J.
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
[NASA RELEASE-95-134} P95-10134 06
KENNEL CHARLES
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-291 P95-10029 06
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-167} P95-10167 06
KE'I-rERER, DONALD
GAULEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
KILLEEN, T.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUNI VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
I NASA RELEASE-95-19L P95-10019 06
KINNEY, FRANK
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-681 P95-t0068 06
KIVELSON, MARGARET GALLAND
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
INASA RELEASE-95-215J P95-10215 06
KLEIS, STANLEY J.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-71 } P95-10071 06
KLINEBERG, JOHN M.
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-29] P95-10029 06
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
I NASA RELEASE-95-421 P95-10042 06
KNAPP, CHARLES
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{ NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
KNECHT, DAVID J.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-10121 0(5
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
KNO'Fr, BILL
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
INASA RELEASE-95-1451 P95-10t45 06
KOBA, ROSE
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
KOFMAN, WLODEK
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
I NASA RELEASE-95-1891 P95-10189 06
KOHL, JOHN
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
KONSTANTINOVA, I.
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
KOO, DAVID
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-1201 P95-10120 06
KOSZELAK,
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
KOUDELKA, JOHN M.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10t21 06
KOZLOVSKAYA, I.
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95 10192 06
KRABILL BILL
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE-SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
TNASA RELEASE-95-67} P95-10067 06
KRAFT, CHRISTOPHER C., JR.
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
KREAVOY, A. S.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
KREBS, MARTHA
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-157} P95-10157 06
KREGEL KEVIN R.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5i P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55{ P95-10055 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-761 1:)95-10076 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-1731 1:)95-10173 06
KRIKALEV, SERGEI KONSTANTINOVICH
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
KRIKORIAN, ABRAHAM D.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-71 I 1:)95-10071 06
KRIKORIAN, RAFFI
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
KU, JENTUNG
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
KUIPER, GERARD
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
INASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
KULESH, DAVID A.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
KULKARNI, SHRINIVAS
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[ NASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
KURYLO, MICHAEL J.
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
INASA RELEASE-95-176] P95-10176 06
L
LAMBERTSEN, CHRISTIAN J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
LAMBIRD, BRYAN D,
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
LANDANO, MATTHEW R.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207{ P95-10207 06
LANDIS, WILLIAM J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995




ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
INASA RELEASE-95-2031 P95-10203 06
LANGE, ANDREW
US INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
LANGFORD, JOHN S.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
LANZEROTTI, LOUIS J.
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-1091 P95-10109 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
{NASA RELEASE-95-20/1 P95-10207 06
LANZETTA, KEN
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
INASA RELEASE-95-41 I 1:>95-10041 06
LARINA, I.
U.S, SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
LAVELL JEFFREY
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
{NASA RELEASE-95-124J P95-10124 06
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
INASA RELEASE-95-1841 P95-10184 06
LAWRENCE, WENDY B.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
[NASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-95-156] P95-10156 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-191 [ P95-10191 06
LAWSON, SETH
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
INASA RELEASE-95-1531 P95-10153 06
LAYNE, C.
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
LEBLANC, A.
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
LEE, DEIDRE A.
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BiDS
{NASA RELEASE-95-65] P95-10065 06
LEE, MARK C.
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-81 J P95-10081 06
LEESTMA, DAVID C.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49J P95-10049 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
INASA RELEASE-95-1911 P95-10191 06
LEHMAN, DAVID
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE-95-155J P95-10155 06
LEITHERER, CLAUS H.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18) P95-10018 06
LENOIR, WILLIAM BENJAMIN
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 t:)95-10049 06
LESLIE, FRED W.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTrLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
LEVlNE, ELLIOT M.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-46 J t>95 -10046 06
LEVINSKIKH, M.
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
LIEVlSON, HAL
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
NASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
LEWIS, MARIAN
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
LEWIS, MERIWETHER
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
LICHTENBERG, BYRON K.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
LIMERICK, JOEL
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158] 995-10158 06
LINDSTROM, ROBERT
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-B5-27[ P95-10027 06
LINENGER, JERRY M.
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
INASA RELEASE-95-39] P95-10039 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD. FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-50] P95-10050 06
SHUTrLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-156J P95-10156 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
LINNEHAN, RICHARD M.
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
INASA RELEASE*95-63] P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-75 CREW
[NASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06
LITSCHER, AMY J.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10085 06
LII"rLES, WAYNE
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
[NASA RELEASE-95-60{ P95-10060 06
LIVINGSTON, BELISE L.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10055 06
LYNCH, KENNDA L
LOCKE, BRUCE R.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46] 1:)95-10046 06
LOCKWOOD, HAROLD E.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-15158 06
LONMEIER, JUSTIN R.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10055 06
LOMAX, TERRI L.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
LONGAIR, MALCOLM
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
INASA RELEASE*95-1331 P95-10133 06
LOPE.Z-ALGERIA, MICHAEL E.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
(NASA RELEASE-95-5[ P95-10005 06
LOUNGE, JOHN MIKE
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
LOUSMA, JACK ROBERT
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
LOVELI.., JAMES ARTHUR, JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK*UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
LOW, G. DAVID
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
LOW, GEORGE M.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
LOWE, NOEL
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUI-rLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
I NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
LUCID, SHANNON W.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
(NASA RELEASE-95-39} P95-10039 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95o49J P95-10049 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD. FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-501 1>95-10050 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-156} P95-10156 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192i P95-10192 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207{ P95-10207 06
LULl_A, K.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 56
LYNCH, KENNDA L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM





COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
MACLENNAN, CAROL G.
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-109] P95-10109 06
MAHAFFY, PAUL
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
{NASA RELEASE-95-1891 1>95-10189 06
MAIDA, JAMES C.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210} P95-10210 06
MAIMAN, THEODORE
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
iNASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06
MAJESKA, ROBERT
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
MALIN, MICHAEL
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-196{ P95-10196 06
MALKIN, ALEXANDER J.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-46 ) P95-10046 06
HANDEL, RACHEL
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-64{ P95-10064 06
MANNEN, JAMES T.
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-821 P95-10082 06
MANSFIELD, JOHN E.
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
[NASA RELEASE-95-101 J P95-10101 06
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE t
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103{ P95-10103 06
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
INASA RELEASE-95-165] P95-10165 06
MANSFIELD, STEVE
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-18{ P95-10018 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
MARCHIN, GEORGE
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
MARK,SON, RALPH J.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
MARTIN, PHILLIP
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-62{ P95-10062 06
MASON, LARRY
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46| P95-10046 06
MASSA, GIOIA D.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85{ P95-10085 06
MASSON, PATRICK H.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210{ P95-10210 06
MA'n'HEWS, KEITH
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
[NASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
MATTINGLY, THOMAS KENNETH, II
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49J P95-10049 06
MAULTSBY, THOMAS
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
MAURITZ, ANN
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
( NASA RELEASE-95-94 ] P95-10094 06
MCARTHUR, WILLIAM S., JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5{ P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49 ] P95-10049 06
U,S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192{ P95-10192 06
MCCAUGHEY, KEN
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
INASA RELEASE-95-217J P95-10217 06
MCCLEESE, DANIEL
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-117 ] P95-10117 06
MCCULLEY, MICHAEL J.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
(NASA RELEASE-95-207{ P95-10207 06
MCDANIELL, JAMES
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158 P95-10158 06
MCDONALD, V.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192 P95-10192 06
MCELROY, MICHAEL
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207 P95-10207 06
MCFETERS, GORDON A.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210 P95-10210 06
MCGUIRE, JAMES
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-18 P95-t0018 06
MCINTIRE, LARRY V.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
NASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10151 06
MCMULLIN, DON
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95*121J P95-10121 06
MCNAMEE, JOHN
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-95-30} P95-10030 06
MCPHERSON, ALEXANDER, JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
JNASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192[ P95-10192 06
MCSWAIN, JOHN M.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
MEADE, CARL J.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
MEDICA, A. J,
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTI-LE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158{ P95-10158 06
MEEGAN, CHARLES
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18{ P95-10018 06
MENGERS, DAVID
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-331 P95-10033 06
MERBOLD, ULF D.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
i NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
METCALF, GREGORY
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
_NASA RELEASE-95_II P95-10064 06
MEYER, DONALD
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-26] P95-10026 06
MICHAMTS|ANOS, ANDREW
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
[NASA RELEASE-95-170J P95-10170 06
MIKULSKI, BARBARA
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HURDLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
[NASA RELEASE-95-56J P95-10056 06
MILLER, JOHN
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-149] P95-10149 06
MINETA, NORM
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-1431 P95-10143 06
MISCONI, NEBIL
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
NASA RELEASE-95-68J P95-10068 06
MITICHKIN, A,
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
MOBLEY, DAVID H.
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-221 P95-10022 06
MULVILLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
[NASA RELEASE-95-1401 P95-10140 06
HODS, WARREN
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
[NASA RELEASE-95-33[ P95-10033 06
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-2OG] P95-10206 06
MORGENTHALER, GEORGE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995




NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P95-10158 06
MORRISON, DAVID
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207[ P95-t0207 06
MORSE, JON
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-83[ P95-10083 06
MO1-I", MICHAEL I.
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE
]NASA RELEASE-95-101 ] P95-10101 06
MUKHAMEDIEVA, L.
U.S, SHU37-LE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
MULVlLLE, DANIEL R.
MULVILLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
INASA RELEASE-95-140[ P95-10140 06
MUNECHIKA, KEN
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-95-143[ P95-10143 06
MURAD, EDMOND
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASED95-121 I P95-10121 06
US. SHU]-FLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192[ P95-10t92 06
MURRAY, BRUCE
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
N
NAGEI_ STEVEH R.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
NAKAJIMA, TADASHI
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
NASA RELEASE-95-2121 P95-10212 06
NARAGHI, MANOUHER
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STFR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10t03 06
NELSON, ROBERT
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19[ P95-10019 06
NEWMAN, JAMES H.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
NASA RELEASE-95-5[ P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
NICHOLS, JOHN
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUI-FLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158[ P95-10158 06
NICHOLSON, PHILIP
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
(NASA RELEASE-95-172[ P95-10172 06
NICOLLIER, CLAUDE
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
;ATELLITE MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-91 P95-10009 06
NIEMANN, HASSO
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207[ P95-10207 06
NORRIS, JAMES R.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
NOVOKOVA, N.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-192[ P95-t0192 06
NOVOTNY, ANNE
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS DE DOLLARS
NASA RELEASE-95-167[ P95-10167 06
NOZETTE, STEWART
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
0
O'CONNOR, BRYAN D.
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
INASA RELEASE-95-271 P95-10027 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
O'LEARY, HAZEL R.
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
[NASA RELEASE-95-1571 P95-10157 06
O'NEIL, WILLIAM J.
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
[NASA RELEASE-95-341 P95-10034 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-95-1111 P95-10111 06
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
INASA RELEASE-95-122] P95-10122 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING
INVESTIGATED
INASA RELEASE-95-182] P95-10182 06
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
INASA RELEASE-95-188J P95-10188 06
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-193[ P95-10193 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207[ P95-10207 06
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-215[ P95-10215 06
OEFINGER, PAUL E.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
OGILVIE, KEITR
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
[NASA RELEASE-95-202[ P95-10202 06
OLDEN, SUSAN
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 08
ONAKA, TAKASHI
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
OPPENHEIMER, BEN
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
(NASA RELEASE-95-212[ P95-10212 06
PAPERMASTER, LINDA
OROZCO, RAYMOND E.
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
I NASA RELEASE-95-51 I P95-10051 06
ORR, WILSON W.
NASA C- 130B AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
INASA RELEASE-95-116[ P95-10116 06
ORTON, GLENN S.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207J P95-10207 06
OSBORNE, DANIEL
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S.
FOR FIRST TIME
I NASA RELEASE-95-841 P95-10084 06
OSTRO, STEVEN
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
INASA RELEASE-95-171 I P95-10171 06
OSTROUMOV, BORIS D.
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
(NASA RELEASE-95-131 P95-10013 06
OSWALD, STEPHEN S.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95o5] P95-10005 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
INASA RELEASE-95-151 P95-10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
OVERMYER, ROBERT FRANKLIN
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
OVERSTREET, ARIEL
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-641 P95-10064 06
OWEN, TOBIAS
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
OWENS, FRANK
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
INASA RELEASE-95-21[ P95-1002t 06
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-131 J P95-10131 06
p
PAGLIARO, BERNARD
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-95-154} t:)95-10154 06
PAIGE, DAVID
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1961 P95-10196 06
PALMER, EVERETT
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-198( P95-10198 06
PALMER, P.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192[ P95-10192 06
PALOSKI, W.
U,S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
PAPERMASTER, LINDA
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103] P95-10103 06
B-13
PAQUETTE, EDWARD L. PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
PAQUETTE, EDWARD L
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE 1
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-g5-103} P95-10103 06
PARAZYNSKI, SCOTI" E.
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
[NASA RELEASE-95-391 P95-10039 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-1561 1:)95-10156 06
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
(NASA RELEASE-95-191 I P96-10191 06
PAREKH, C.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STFR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-103} P95-10103 06
PARIS, SUZANNE K.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 t:)95-10085 06
PARISE, RONALD A.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-SJ P95-10006 06
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS_7
I NASA RELEASE-95-151 P95o10015 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 1:)95-10018 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 P96-10049 06
PARKER, ROBERT ALLAN RIDLEY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-491 1=95-10049 06
PARSONS, C.
U.S. SHUFFLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95o10192 06
PARTRIDGE, NICOLA C.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71 I 1:)95-10071 06
PELLIS, HEAL R.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-95-71 I P95-10071 06
PERRY, WILLIAM J.
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-82 } P95-10082 06
PETERKA, ROBERT J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
PETER,SON, BRUCE
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
I NASA RELEASE-95-871 P95-10087 06
PETER,SON, ERIC E.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
PETRE, ROBERT
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
INASA RELEASE-95-2081 P95-10208 06
PETROV, V.
U,S. SHUTFLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
PFITZER, BONNY H.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
(NASA RELEASE-95-158( P95-10158 06
PHARRIS, KEITH
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1996
INASA RELEASE-95-6( P95-10005 06
PHILLIPS, CAREY
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK IOOTH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-96-71 } 1:)95-10071 06
PHILLIPS, SAMUEL C.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
PIEPMEIER, EDWARD
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
t995
(NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
PIERCE, BRIAN
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
(NASA RELEASE-95-64} P95-10064 06
PIERSON, DUANE L
U.S. SHUTrLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MtR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
PILEWSKIF_ PETER
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
[NASA RELEASE-95-43} P95-10043 06
PITESKY, JO
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
[NASA RELEASE-95-168] P95-10168 06
POLANSKEY, CAROL
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST
STORM
[NASA RELEASE-95-147} P95-10147 06
POPE, MICHAEL A.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158} 1°95-10158 06
PORTER, MARC D.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-96-210( P95-10210 06
POWE, DAVID
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-95-62} P95-10062 06
PRECOURT, CHARLES J.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
I NASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
I NASA RELEASE-95-156} P95-10156 06
PRINIAPATO, MARY ANN
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121 } 1:>95-10121 06
PRINN, RONALD
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
[NASA RELEASE-95-115] P96-10115 06
PUSEY, MARC
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-46} P95-10046 06
PYLE, SHAWN W.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-85 ( 1:)96-10085 06
R
RAGENT, BORIS
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
RARE, JURGEN
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
[ NASA RELEASE-95-117} P95-10117 06
RAHMANN, HINRICH
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210} P95-10210 06
RASHFORD, ROBERT
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
(NASA RELEASE-95-1581 P96-10158 06
RATNATUNGA, KAVAN
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
(NASA RELEASE-95-120i P95-10120 06
RAYMOND, JOHN C.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5( 1:)95-10005 06
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-181 P95-10018 06
READDY, WILLIAM F.
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
REAMER, RICK
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-10158 06
REESE, GEORGE E.
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
INASA RELEASE-95-2131 P96-10213 06
REIGHTLER, KENNETH S., JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-771 1:)96-10077 06
REIGHTLER, RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
(NASA RELEASE-95-1041 1:)95-10104 06
REIRER, MICHAEL
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
(NASA RELEASE-95-185} P95-10185 06
REITER, THOMAS
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192t P95-10192 06
RESCHKE, M.
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P96-10192 06
RESNIK, JUDITH A.
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
( NASA RELEASE-95-1121 I)95-10112 06
RICHARDS, RICHARD N.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
REIGHTLER. RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
[NASA RELEASE-95-1041 P96-10104 06
RIDE, SALLY Ko
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
B-14
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
I NASA RELEASE-95-1811 P95-10181 06
RIDENOURE, REX
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE 95-1551 P95-10155 06
RIGELL, ISOM
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
[ NASA RELEASE-95-27 [ P95-10027 06
RILEY, DANNY
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
INASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
RIVELLINI, TOM
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
I NASA RELEASE-95-94 J P95-10094 06
RIVKIN, ANDREW S.
HUMBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
INASA RELEASE-95-1271 P95-10127 06
ROBERTSON, PAUL E.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
ROBINSON, FRANK, JR.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
ROELLIG, THOMAS
U.S INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-24] P95-10024 06
ROHATGI, DEEPTI
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
ROLLINS, DEMARIO L.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[NASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
ROMAN, MONSI
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 ] P95-10061 06
ROMINGER, KENT V.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
ROSENBERGER, FRANZ
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-46[ P95-10046 06
ROSS, JERRY L.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49[ P95-10049 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
ST,_TION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
ROTHENBERG, JOSEPH H.
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
JNASA RELEASE-95-421 P95-10042 06
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD
[NASA RELEASE-95-126] P95-10126 06
ROTTGERING, HUUB
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
INASA RELEASE-95-1331 P95-10133 06
ROUX, ALAIN
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207[ P95-10207 06
ROUX, STANLEY J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
ROWE, DAVID W.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
JNASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
RUNCO, MARIO, JR.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
I NASA RELEASE-95-90] P95-10090 06
RUSSELL, CHRISTOPHER T.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
RUSSO, SAM
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
RYABOUKHA, S.
U.S+ SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
RYAN, JIM
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
INASA RELEASE-95-351 P95-10035 06
RYNASKI, EDMUND G.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95+103] P95-10103 06
S
SABLE, DANIEL M.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-103J P95-10103 06
SACAGAWEA
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
NASA RELEASE-95-112] P95-10112 06
SACCO, ALBERT, JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
SAGAN, CARL
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
SALISBURY, F.
U.S SHUFFLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-192[ 1=95-10192 06
SAMS, C.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
SAUER, R.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
SAUNDERS, R. STEPHEN
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
INASA RELEASE-95-28J P95-10028 06
SAUR, RICHARD
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
l NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-t0071 06
SAVINA, V.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
SEIFF, ALVIN
SCHAFFLER, MITCHELL B.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
SCHARRER, J. K.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
I NASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
SCHATTEN, HEIDE
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
SCHIRRA, WALTER MARTY, JR.
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK+UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
SCHLEGEL, HANS WILLIAM
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49J P95-10049 06
SCHMIDLIN, FRANK
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
INASA RELEASE-95-681 P95-10068 06
SCHMII-r, HARRISON HAGAN, JR.
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-191 P95-10019 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIB SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
SCHNEIDER, ED
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
INASA RELEASE-95-891 P95-10089 06
SCHREIBMAN, MARTIN P.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
SCHUBERT, GERALD
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
SCHULTE-LADBECK, REGINA E.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
SCHULZ, DALE
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE




[NASA RELEASE-95-102] P95-10102 06
SCot-r, WINSTON E.
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
SEARFOSS, RICHARD A.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD. FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-5OI P95-10050 06
SEDOON, MARGARET RHEA
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
SEGA, RONALD M.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
INASA RELEASE-95-251 P95-10025 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR "_PtIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-501 P95-10050 06
SEIFF, ALVIN
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
[NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
B-15
SENTMAN, DAVIS PERSONAL NAMESINDEX
SENTMAN, DAVIS
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U,S.
FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-95-84] P95-10084 06
SERFATY, DANIEL
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
SEROGUM, JOY J.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[ NASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
SETFERSTROM, JEAN
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 I P95-10071 06
SHARKEY, DANIEL
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103] 1>95-10103 06
SHAW, BREWSTER HOPKINSON, JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-49} 1:)95-10049 06
NASA ALTERS SHU3_LE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
{NASA RELEASE-95-591 P95-10059 06
SHU3_LE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77J P95-10077 06
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUTTLE
{NASA RELEASE-95-130J P95-10130 06
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-95-135} P95-10135 06
SHEEDY, ADAM
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
{NASA RELEASE-95-1121 P95-10112 06
SHELTON, SARA
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-64] P95-10064 06
SHEPARD, ALAN BARTLETT, JR.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49{ P95-10049 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-71 ] P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
{NASA RELEASE-95-76J P95-10076 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
{NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
SHERLOCK, NANCY JANE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[ NASA RELEASE-95-5 J P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
{NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06
SHITOV, S.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
SHOEMAKER, CAROLYN
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
INASA RELEASE-95-19} P95-10019 06
SHREWSDERRY, DAVE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
SHUEY, MERLIN
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
{NASA RELEASE-95-158] P95-10158 06
SIENKO, KATHLEEN H.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 1:)95-10085 06
SIEVERS, ROBERT K.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE
SELECTIONS
[NASA RELEASE-95-103) P95-10103 06
SINYAK, Y.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
SlON, EDWARD M.
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
[NASA RELEASE-95-751 P95-10075 06
SlROTA, T.
U.S SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIFI SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
SKURATOV, V.
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192] 1:)95-10192 06
SLAYTON, DONALD KENT
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77 J P95-10077 06
SMELTZER, STAN
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
I NASA RELEASE-95-153] P95-10153 06
SMITH, BRIAN
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
I NASA RELEASE-95-69J P95-10069 06
SMITH, CRAIG O.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
I NASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
SMITH, EDWARD J.
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
{NASA RELEASE-95-109] P95-10109 06
SMITH, HOWARD A.
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-1481 P95-10148 06
SMITH, JAMES E., JR.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
l NASA RELEASE-95-5) P95-10005 06
SMITH, MARCIE
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROSE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
I NASA RELEASE-95-34J P95-10034 06
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
I NASA RELEASE-95-111 I P95-10111 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
SMITH, STEVEN L
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
INASA RELEASE-95-81J P95-10081 06
SMOLKA, JIM
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
I NASA RELEASE-95-89 } P95-10089 06
SMYTH, WILLIAM H.
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-95-207] P95-10207 06
SORECK, CHARLES
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
INASA RELEASE-95-341 1:)95-10034 06
SODERBLOM, LARRY
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
[NASA RELEASE-95-195] 1:>95-10195 06
SOLOVYEV, ANATOLY Y.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5{ P95-10005 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
I BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
I NASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
US. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
INASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
SPAULDING, GLENN F.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{ NASA RELEASE-95-45 ] P95-10046 06
SPEAR, TONY
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
[ NASA RELEASE-95-941 P95-10094 06
SPEHALSKI, RICHARD J.
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
{NASA RELEASE-95-1181 P95-10118 06
SPIEGAL, STEPHANIE
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-64 } 1:'95-10064 06
SPITZER, LYMAN
HUBSLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
{NASA RELEASE-95-41 ] P95-10041 06
SPORTIELLO, MICHAEL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUFFLE MISSION OF
1995
NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
SPUDIS, PAUL
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19] 1:)95-10019 06
SQUYRES, STEVEN
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19{ P95-10019 06
SROMOVSKY, LARRY
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
NASA RELEASE-95-207J P95-10207 06
STACHNIK, ROBERT
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
NASA RELEASE-95-18J P95-10018 06
STAFFORD, THOMAS PA_'EN
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
NASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
STAUO, ROBERTO
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-1211 P95-10121 06
STANSBERY, GENE
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTFLE FLIGHT OF 1995
{NASA RELEASE-95o5) P95-10005 06
STAPINSKI, T.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
STECHER, THEODORE P.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18] P95-10018 06
STEIN, P.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192J 1>95-10192 06
STEINACHER, J. MICHAEL
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT




RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10005 06
STERN, ALAN
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
I NASA RELEASE-95-881 P95-10088 06
STERN, CHARLES J.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
INASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-10158 06
STERN, IVAN
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
I NASA RELEASE-95-361 P95-10036 06
STERN, ROBERT
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS,
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
I NASA RELEASE-95-201 ] P95-10201 06
STOOIECK, LOUIS
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
STONE, EDWARD C.
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
INASA RELEASE-95-301 P95-10030 06
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
STONE, ROBERT
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INASA RELEASE-95-1851 P95-10185 06
STORK, ELIZABETH JONES
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
1NASA RELEASE-95-181 ] P95-10181 06
STREKALOV, GENNADLY
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTFLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
INASA RELEASE-95-551 P95-10055 06
SHUTFLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
I NASA RELEASE-95-77 I P95-10077 06
US SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192} P95-10192 06
STRELNITSKI, VLADIMIR
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
{NASA RELEASE-95-148] P95-10148 06
STUBBS, JOHN
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
{NASA RELEASE-95-12] P95-10012 06
STU'rTE, GARY
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
INASA RELEASE-95-1451 P95-10145 06
SUGIMURA, RUSSELL
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-51 P95-10OO5 06
SUKHAREV, SERGEI I.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
1NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
SULLIVAN, KATHRYN D.
NEW VIDEODtSC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
[NASA RELEASE-95-21 I P95-10021 06
SUNG, KWANGJAE
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
SWANK, JEAN
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
INASA RELEASE-95-80] P95-10080 06
SYNDER, AMY P.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-851 P95-10085 06
SYTKOWSKI, ARTHUR J.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210I P95-10210 06
SZKODY, PAULA
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
INASA RELEASE-95-751 1:>95-10075 06
T
TANNER, JOSEPH R.
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-811 P95-10081 06
TASK, H. LEE
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH "HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-711 P95-10071 06
TAUB, FLOYD
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
TAY, EE T.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
[ NASA RELEASE-95-85 ] P95-10085 06
TAYLOR, G. JEFFREY
MISSIONS TO THE MOON. SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
[NASA RELEASE-95-19] P95-10019 06
TAYLOR, GERRY
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
] NASA RELEASE-95-97 } P95-10097 06
TCHEKIRDA, I.
U.S, SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192J P95-10192 06
TEJRAN, ALFREDO J.
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-158J P95-10158 06
THAGARD, NORMAN E.
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
[NASA RELEASE-95-25] P95-10025 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55] P95-10055 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-77] P95-10077 06
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
[NASA RELEASE-95-92J P95-10092 06
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-95[ P95-10095 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] 1:)95-10192 06
TNIRSK, ROBERT BRENT
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-63] P95-10063 06
COMMANDER. PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-173] P95-10173 06
TOWNES, CHARLES
THOMAS, ANDREW S. W.
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
[NASA RELEASE-95-90] P95-10090 06
THOMAS, DONALD A.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49 } P95-10049 06
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
[NASA RELEASE-95-55J 1:>95-10055 06
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-95-71i P95-10071 06
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR 100TH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-761 P95-10076 06
THOMSON, DAVID J.
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
INASA RELEASE-95-109] P95-10109 06
THUOT, PIERRE J.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-49J P95-10049 06
REIGHTLEFI, RICHARDS. THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
[NASA RELEASE-95-104} P95-10104 06
TICE, THOMAS
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-71 } P95-10071 06
TIDBALL, JAMES G.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-210J P95-10210 06
TING, SAMUEL C. C.
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE
STATION
INASA RELEASE-95-157J P95-10t57 06
TISCHLER, MARC E.
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
I NASA RELEASE-95-71 ) P95-10071 06
TITOV, VLADIMIR GEORGIEVlCH
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
INASA RELEASE-95-771 P95-10077 06
U,S, SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
TODACHEENE, DONNA L
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
INASA RELEASE-95-85] P95-10085 06
TODD, PAUL
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-461 P95-10046 06
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121] P95-10121 06
TOLBERT, CAROL
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121} P95-10121 06
TOOLEY, CRAIG
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 J P95-1012t 06
TOWE, BRUCE
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
TOWNES, CHARLES
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE




NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
{NASA RELEASE-95-21 P95-10002 06
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-95-61 P95-10006 06
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
INASA RELEASE-95-45} P95-10045 06
US. STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
INASA RELEASE-95-161J P95-I0161 06
TRINH, EUGENE H.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-46} P95-10046 06
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
TRULY, RICHARD HARRISON
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
{NASA RELEASE-95-491 P95-10049 06
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
[NASA RELEASE-95-77} P95-10077 06
TRUTH, SOJOURNER
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[NASA RELEASE-95-112) P95-10112 06
TSOU, PETER
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
{NASA RELEASE-95-217) P95-10217 06
TUBMAN, HARRIET
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
{NASA RELEASE-95-112) P95-10112 06
TULL, KNOX W., JR.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STrR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASED95-103} P95-10103 06
TURK, LANCE G.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SI_FR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
{NASA RELEASE-95-103} P95-10103 06
TURNER, RUSSELL T.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUFFLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 } P95-10121 06
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
[NASA RELEASE-95-210] P95-10210 06
TYLER, DAVID
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
I NASA RELEASE-95-41 } P95-10041 06
TYSON, TONY
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
INASA RELEASE-95-120] P95-10120 06
U
UPCHURCH, BILLY T.
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
{NASA RELEASE-95-218} P95-10218 06
URBAN, DAVID
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
URBAN, EUGENE
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
URBANI, LUCA
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-95-63} P95-10063 06
COMMANDER, PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
INASA RELEASE-95-1731 P95-10173 06
V
VAKHARIA, NIRAV N.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-851 ip95-10085 06
VALENTINO, GEORGE J.
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS
INASA RELEASE-95-1031 P95-10103 06
VALERO, FRANCISCO
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CLIMATE
QUESTION
INASA RELEASE-95*431 P95-10043 06
VANALLEN, JAMES
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
I NASA RELEASE-95-2071 P95-10207 06
VANDENBURGH, HERMAN
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
INASA RELEASE-95-2171 P95-10217 06
VANE, GREGG
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
INASA RELEASE-95-1951 P95-10195 06
VANWAGENER, ISABELLA
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
[ NASA RELEASE-95-112 } P95-10112 06
VEACH, CHARLES LACY
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
[NASA RELEASE-95-49] P95-10049 06
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
{ NASA RELEASE-95-1661 P95-10166 06
VEVERKA, JOSEPH
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
NASA RELEASE-95-19} P95-10019 06
VlKTOROV,/_
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
VOGEL, VIOLA
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
{NASA RELEASE-95-46] P95-10046 06
VONZAHN, ULF
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO
BEGIN
INASA RELEASE-95-207} P95-10207 06
VORONOV, A.
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-95-192] P95-10192 06
VOSS-FORD, JANICE E.
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
INASA RELEASE-95-5J P95-10005 06
VOSS, JAMES S.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
INASA RELEASE-95-121 ] P95-10121 06
W
WAGNER, WILLIAM
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
I NASA RELEASE-95-121} P95-10121 06
WAKATA, KOICHI
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
[NASA RELEASE-95-5} P95-10005 06
PERSONAL NAMES INDEX
U.S INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
I NASA RELEASE-95-241 P95-10024 06
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217[ P95-10217 0_
WALBORN, NOLAN R.
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS-67 MISSION
{ NASA RELEASE-95-18} P95-10018 06
WALKER, DAVID M.
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUFFLE MISSION OF
1995
{NASA RELEASE-95-121 I P95-10121 06
WALSWORTH, RONALD L.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
WALTER, DICK
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
(NASA RELEASE-95-5] P95-10005 06
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
I NASA RELEASE-95-1921 P95-10192 06
WALTER, URICH
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
I NASA RELEASE-95-49J P95-10049 06
WALTON, KERRI
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUTTLE
MISSION OF 1996
[NASA RELEASE-95-217i P95-10217 06
WALZ, CARL E.
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
INASA RELEASE-95-49} P95-10049 06
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
NASA RELEASE-95-50} P95-10050 06
WARD, KEITH B.
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH
GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-46J P95-10046 06
WARDWELL, DOUGLAS
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
NASA RELEASE-95-4} P95-10004 06
WARSHAY, MARVIN
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
'NASA RELEASE-95-8] P95-10008 06
WARTERS, RAYMOND L
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
NASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
WASSERSUG, RICHARD
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 10OTH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
NASA RELEASE-95-711 P95-10071 06
WAY, JOBEA
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTTLE
NASA RELEASE-95-181 J P95-10181 06
WAYMAN, BRIAN H.
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
I NASA RELEASE-95-85} P95-10085 06
WAYNE, RANDY O.
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
INASA RELEASE-95-2101 P95-10210 06
WEAVER, ROBERT
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995




STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
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P95-10001
REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE NOTICES ISSUED
12 JAN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-1
P95-10002
NASA, BOEING SIGN AGREEMENT FOR
INTERNATIONAL SPACE STATION
13 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-2
P95-10003
TWO INTERNATIONAL CANDIDATES TO JOIN 1995
ASTRONAUT CLASS
13 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-3
1:)95-10004
NASA TO CONDUCT LARGE-SCALE WIND TUNNEL
TESTS OF X-32
13 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-4
P95-10005
RENDEZVOUS WITH RUSSIAN SPACE STATION
HIGHLIGHTS FIRST SHUTTLE FLIGHT OF 1995
FEB. 1995 67p NASA RELEASE-95-5
P95-10006
NASA SIGNS LEASE/PURCHASE PACT FOR CLEAR
LAKE DEVELOPMENT FACILITY
20 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-6
P95-10007
TOPEX/POSEIDON CONFIRMS EL NINO IS BACK
AND STRONGER THAN IN 1993
24 JAN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-7
1=95-10008
NASA TO DEDICATE NEW FUEL CELL
DEVELOPMENT TESTBED
26 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-8
I)95-10009
SPACE SHUTTLE CREW SELECTED FOR TETHERED
SATELLITE MISSION
27 JAN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-9
P95-10010
NASA'S X-RAY TELESCOPE MIRRORS COMPLETED
AHEAD OF SCHEDULE




2 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-11
1>95-10012
SPACE RADAR STUDIES ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE IN
CAMBODIA
7 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-12
P95-10013
NASA/RUSSIAN SPACE AGENCY REACH
AGREEMENT ON KEY STATION ELEMENT
8 FEB 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-13
I)95-10014
NASA SCIENTISTS TO CONTROL RUSSIAN ROVER
EXPLORING VOLCANO
9 FEB. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-14
P95-t0015
NASA SETS MARCH 2 FOR LAUNCH OF STS-67
15 FEB, 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-15
1'95-10016
NASA AWARDS $481,6 MILLION CONTRACT TO
HUGHES
23 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-16
I)95-10017
HUBBLE FINDS OXYGEN ATMOSPHERE ON
JUPITER'S MOON EUROPA
23 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-17
P95-10018
ASTRO TELESCOPES MAKE SECOND FLIGHT ON
STS_7 MISSION
MAR. 1995 56p NASA RELEASE-95-18
1=95-10019
MISSIONS TO THE MOON, SUN, VENUS AND A
COMET PICKED FOR DISCOVERY
2B FEB. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-19
I)95-10020
NEW TECHNOLOGY USED TO DEVELOP MEDICAL
INSTRUMENT
28 FEB. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-20
I='95-10021
NEW VIDEODISC WILL HELP STUDENTS LEARN
EARTH SCIENCES
1 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-21
P95-10022
MOBLEY NAMED NASA CHIEF ENGINEER
8 MAR. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-22
P95-10023
X-33, X-34 CONTRACTORS SELECTED FOR
NEGOTIATIONS
8 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-23
P95-10024
U.S. INSTRUMENTS TO FLY ABOARD JAPANESE
ASTRONOMY MISSION
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-24
P95-10025
ASTRONAUT BAKER TO REPLACE SEGA AS NASA
MANAGER IN RUSSIA
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-25
PgS-10026
ULYSSES SPACECRAFT TO MAKE CLOSEST
APPROACH TO SUN
10 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-26
P95-10027
SHUTTLE MANAGEMENT REVIEW TEAM ISSUES
FINAL REPORT
15 MAR. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-27
P95-10028
NEW MAGELLAN GLOBAL VIEWS OF VENUS
RELEASED
16 MAR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-28
I)95-10029
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER'S DIRECTOR TO
LEAVE NASA
20 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-29
P95-10030
LOCKHEED MARTIN ASTRONAUTICS TO BUILD
MARS '98 SPACECRAFT
20 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-30
1:'95-10031
HUBBLE MONITORS WEATHER ON NEIGHBORING
PLANETS
21 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-31
IO'95-10032
NEW SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE READY FOR
FLIGHT
21 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-32
P95-10033
NASA'S RESTRUCTURED FUSE PROGRAM COSTS
LESS, FLIES EARLIER
21 MAR. 1995 21:) NASA RELEASE-95-33
1:'95-10034
TESTS SHOW GALILEO PROBE SET FOR FLIGHT TO
JUPITER
22 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-34
1'95-10035
NOAA-14 INVESTIGATIVE BOARD FORMED TO
STUDY ANOMALY
24 MAR. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-35
P95-10036
ASTRONAUT HIEB TO JOIN ALLIEDSIGNAL
TECHNICAL SERVICES
27 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-36
P95-10037
NASA TESTS PAINLESS WAYS OF MEASURING
INTRACRANIAL PRESSURE
28 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-37
1>95-10038
X-33 COOPERATIVE AGREEMENTS SIGNED
29 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-38
I)95-10039
LUCID PRIME FOR SECOND MIR STAY; LINENGER
SELECTED FOR THIRD
30 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-39
1>95-10040
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT SIGNED FOR X-34
30 MAR. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-40
1>95-10041
HUBBLE DATA SUGGEST GALAXIES HAVE GIANT
HALOS
31 MAR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-41
P95-10042
JOSEPH H. ROTHENBERG NAMED DEPUTY
DIRECTOR OF GODDARD
3 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-42
P95-1(X)43
NASA STUDY HELPS ANSWER KEY CL|MATE
QUESTION
4 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-43
I)95-10044
NASA SELECTS EER FOR ORBITAL, RECOVERY
EXPERIMENTS
6 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-44
F-1
P95-10045
EXTERIOR OF SPACE STATION MODULE
COMPLETED; FIRST IDR HELD
6 APR 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-45
1=95-10046
NASA ANNOUNCES MICROGRAVlTY RESEARCH
GRANTS
11 APR. t995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-46
P95-I0047
NASA PRESENTS LOW AWARD TO UNISYS SPACE
SYSTEMS
11 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-47
P95-10048
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
12 APR. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-48
P95-10049
COLUMBIA COMPLETES MAINTENANCE PERIOD
12 APR. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-49
1>95-10050
CREWS SELECTED FOR THIRD, FOURTH
SHUTTLE/MIR DOCKING MISSIONS
14 APR. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-9S-50
P95-10051
NASA, CHICAGO FIRE DEPARTMENT SIGN
AGREEMENT
19 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-51
I)95-10052
NASA'S HUBBLE TELESCOPE MAPS THE ANCIENT
SURFACE OF VESTA
19 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-52
P95-10053
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW DARK SPOT ON
NEPTUNE
19 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-53
P95-10054
THE PERSPECTIVE FROM SPACE tS CRITICAL TO
EARTH STUDIES, GOLDIN SAYS
21 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-54
1>95-10055
NASA CONSIDERS NEW SHUTTLE SCHEDULE
BASED ON SPEKTR LAUNCH DATE
21 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-55
P95-10056
FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HUBBLE LAUNCH
OBSERVED TODAY
24 APR. 1995 7p NASA RELEASE-95-56
P95-10057
AVIAN DEVELOPMENT STUDIED ON MIR SPACE
STATION
25 APR. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-57
P95-10058
HARRIS NAMED DEPUTY CHIEF ENGINEER
(AERONAUTICS)
28 APR. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-58
1=95-10059
NASA ALTERS SHUI_LE FLIGHT SCHEDULE
2 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-59
P1)5-10060
NASA DISCONTINUES WORK ON NOZZLE
PRODUCTION AT YELLOW CREEK
2 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-60
I>95-10061
SPACE STATION COMPLETES MAJOR LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEM TESTS
3 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-61
1>95-10062
NASA SIGNS FIRST NATIVE AMERICAN EDUCATION
AGREEMENT
5 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-62
I)95-10063
MISSION AND PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED FOR
LIFE, MICROGRAVITY FLIGHT
8 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-63
I>95-10064
STUDENTS WIN NATIONAL AEROSPACE
COMPETITIONS
10 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95_o4
P95-10065
NASA'S SWEEPING PROCUREMENT REFORMS
AFFECT EOS BIDS
11 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-65
1_5-10066
NASA TECHNOLOGY INCREASES EFFICIENCY AT
NEW AIRPORT
12 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-66
P95-I0067
NASA TO MEASURE NORTHERN ICE*SHEETS FOR
CLIMATE STUDIES
12 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-67
P95-10068
FIRST HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT PAYLOAD
LAUNCHED BY NASA
15 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-68
1>95-10069
NASA TESTS NEW NOISE REDUCTION JET EXHAUST
NOZZLE
16 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-59
I)95-10070
NASA AWARDS EDUCATION GRANTS TO MINORITY
UNIVERSITIES
16 MAY 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-70
P'95-10071
DISCOVERY LAUNCH TO MARK 100TH HUMAN
SPACEFLIGHT
JUN, 1995 4510 NASA RELEASE-95-71
P95-10072
SATURN'S RINGS: NOW YOU SEE THEM, NOW YOU
DON'T
18 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-72
1>95-10073
REVIEW TEAM PROPOSES SWEEPING
MANAGEMENT, ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES AT
NASA
19 MAY 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95-73
I)95-10074
NASA TAKES ACTION TO IMPROVE SAFETY IN
HUMAN RESEARCH
19 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-74
P95-10075
HUBBLE PROBES THE WORKINGS OF A STELLAR
HYDROGEN-BOMB
22 MAY 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-75
I>95-10076
NASA SETS JUNE 8 AS LAUNCH DATE FOR IOOTH
HUMAN SPACE MISSION
26 MAY 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-76
P95-10077
SHUTTLE AND SPACE STATION MIR SET FOR
HISTORIC LINK-UP
JUN 1995 50p NASA RELEASE-95-77
I)95-10078
NASA ESTABLISHES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
RESEARCH CENTERS
30 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-78
P95-10079
NASA ROLLS OUT NEWEST AIRBORNE RESEARCH
FACILITY
31 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-79
P95-10080
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER SHIPPED TO
LAUNCH SITE
31 MAY 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-80
I_)5-10081
SPACEWALKERS SELECTED FOR SECOND HUBBLE
SERVICING MISSION
31 MAY 1995 2!o NASA RELEASE-95-81
P95-10082
AGENCIES ESTABLISH NEW CIVIL-MILITARY
SATELLITE PROGRAM
1 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-82
1>95-10083
HUBBLE OBSERVES THE FIRE AND FURY OF A
STELLAR BIRTH
6 JUN, 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-83
NEWS RELEASES
P95-10084
SPRITES CONFIRMED OVER STORMS OUTSIDE U.S.
FOR FIRST TIME
7 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-84
P95-10085
STUDENTS SELECTED FOR NASA SCIENCE
TRAINING PROGRAM
7 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-85
1=95-10086
RUSSIAN DOCKING MODULE, SOLAR ARRAYS
ARRIVE IN FLORIDA
8 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-86
1=95-10OII7
ASTRO-2 PROVIDES FIRST DEFINITIVE DETECTION
OF PRIMORDIAL HELIUM
12 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-87
P95-100_1
HUBBLE DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT COMET
POPULATION BEYOND NEPTUNE
14 JUN 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-88
P95-10089
40TH ANNIVERSARY ARRIVES FOR NASA B-52
9 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-89
P95-10090
CREW SELECTED FOR SHUTTLE MISSION STS-77
ABOARD ENDEAVOUR
13 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-90
P95-10091
NASA JOINS FAA AND DOD IN HUMAN FACTORS
RESEARCH
13 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-91
1>95-10092
NASA ADMINISTRATOR RELEASES STATEMENT ON
GAD REPORT
13 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-92
I>95-10093
NEW ORBITAL DEBRIS STUDY RELEASED
14 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-93
1=95-10094
MARS PATHFINDER PASSES MAJOR SET OF
ENGINEERING MILESTONES
14 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-94
P95-10095
NASA AND RSA SET JUNE 23 FOR LAUNCH OF
STS-71 MISSION
16 JUN, 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-95
P95-10096
ULYSSES BEGINS EXPLORATION OF THE SUN'S
NORTHERN POLE
19 JUN. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-96
1>95-10097
NASA LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH GOES ON LINE
19 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-97
I)95-10098
NEW IMAGING SENSOR SHRINKS CAMERAS TO THE
SIZE OF A CHIP
20 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-98
P95-10099
NASA RELEASES GOLDIN'S STATEMENT ON
REDUCTIONS
20 JUN, 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-99
P95-10100
NASA SELECTS NEW MILLENNIUM PROGRAM
PARTNERS
21 JUN 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-100
P95-10101
NASA FORMS TASK TEAMS TO REVIEW SPACE
ACCESS OPTIONS FOLLOWING LOSS OF PEGASUS
LAUNCH VEHICLE




26 JUN 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-102
1>95-10103
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 STTR PHASE I
SELECTIONS




REIGHTLER, RICHARDS, THUOT LEAVE
ASTRONAUT CORPS
28 JUN. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-104
P95-10105
CHRISTENSEN TO HEAD NEW HEADQUARTERS
OPERATIONS OFFICE
28 JUN 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-105
P95-10106
NASA CREATES MINORITY UNIVERSITY
INFORMATION NETWORK
3 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-106
I)95-10107
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE GENERAL AVIATION
DESIGN COMPETITION
6 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-107
F'95-10108
GALILEO TO RELEASE JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC
PROBE
11 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-108
P95-10109
ULYSSES DETECTS LONG-SOUGHT WAVE
MOTIONS OF THE SUN
13 JUL. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-109
!)95-10110
DIAZ NAMED TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR
SCIENCE INSTITUTES
12 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-110
P95-10111
GALILEO'S JUPITER ATMOSPHERIC PROBE
SUCCESSFULLY RELEASED
13 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-111
P95-10112
NASA NAMES FIRST ROVER TO EXPLORE THE
SURFACE OF MARS
14 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-112
1:)95-10113
NASA AWARDS $7,1 MILLION FOR NEW INTERNET
EDUCATION PROJECTS
20 JUL. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-113
1:>95-10114
NASA RECEIVES 'DC-XA' ROCKET FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF RLV TECHNOLOGY
20 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-114
Pg5-10115
NASA-FUNDED RESEARCH SEES FALL OF
OZONE-DEPLETING CHEMICAL
20 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-115
P95-10116
NASA C- 13OB AIRCRAFT HELPS FIGHT SCOTTSDALE
FIRES
20 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-116
P95-10117
ATMOSPHERIC INSTRUMENT SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS ORBITER
21 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-117
1395-10118
EUROPEAN CASSINI HARDWARE DELIVERED TO
NASA
24 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASED95-118
P95-10119
NASA REPORTS ON AVIATION, SPACE ADVANCES
AT OSHKOSH '95
24 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-119
P95-10120
HUBBLE SHEDS LIGHT ON THE 'FAINT BLUE
GALAXY' MYSTERY
24 JUL, 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-120
I)95-10121
TWO DEPLOY/RETRIEVE PAYLOADS AND A
SPACEWALK HIGHLIGHT FIFTH SHUTTLE MISSION OF
1995
AUG, 1995 58p NASA RELEASE-95-121
I)95-10122
GALILEO ENGINE FIRING SCHEDULED; PRESS
BRIEFING TO FOLLOW
24 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-122
P95-10123
NASA RELEASES NEW SCIENCE POLICY GUIDE FOR
PUBLIC COMMENT
25 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-123
P95-10124
NASA GEARS UP TESTS ON THE 'HOLY GRAIL' OF
AERODYNAMICS
25 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-124
P95-10125
ULYSSES CLIMBS TO HIGHEST LATITUDE OVER
SUN'S NORTHERN POLE
27 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-125
P95-10126
JOSEPH H ROTHENBERG NAMED DIRECTOR OF
GODDARD
27 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-126
P95-10127
HUBBLE DISCOVERS NEW MOONS ORBITING
SATURN
28 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-127
P95-10128
NASA FORMS PARTNERSHIP TO REVITALIZE
GENERAL AVIATION
29 JUL. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-128
P95-10129
NASA/FAA ANNOUNCE AVIATION DESIGN
COMPETITION WINNERS
29 JUL 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-129
P95-10130
NASA MANAGERS DEFER NEXT LAUNCH OF SPACE
SHUFFLE
28 JUL 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-130
P95-10131
MORE THAN 2,000 TEACHERS EXPERIENCE
SCIENCE AT NASA
31 JUL 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-131
P95-10132
HUNTOON TO LEAD PLANNING EFFORT FOR LIFE
SCIENCES INSTITUTE
4 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-132
P9S-lO133
HUBBLE FINDS SURPRISINGLY COMPLEX
STRUCTURES IN RADIO GALAXIES
7 AUG. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-133
P95-10134
NASA AND CONGRESSMAN KENNEDY ANNOUNCE
AGREEMENT TO AID BAY WITH SPACE AGENCY
TECHNOLOGY
9 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-134
P95-I0135
SHAW TO LEAVE NASA
9 AUG. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-135
P95-10136
STENNIS RECEIVES VISIT FROM FIRST
MlSSlSSlPPIAN TO USE SPACE
TECHNOLOGY-RELATED VISION ENHANCEMENT
SYSTEM
11 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-136
P95-10137
SPACE AGE SENSOR HELPS SAVE INFANTS' LIVES
15 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-137
1=95-10138
BOEING, KHRUNICHEV SIGN CONTRACT FOR
SPACE STATION ELEMENT
15 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-138
P95-10139
GROSS NAMED NASA INSPECTOR GENERAL
16 AUG. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-139
1395-10140
MULVlLLE NAMED CHIEF ENGINEER
17 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-140
P95-10141
LOW-COST NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY OPENS
INTERNET ACCESS FOR THE NATION'S K-12 SCHOOLS
17 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-141
P95-10142
ASTRONAUT BAGIAN JOINS EPA
18 AUG. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-142
P95-10143
REFURBISHED WIND TUNNEL TO OPEN AT NASA
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
21 AUG 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-143
P95-10144
NASA SCIENTIFIC BALLOONS CARRY FIRST
STUDENT PAYLOADS
24 AUG 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-144
P95-10145
STUDY SHOWS FEASIBILITY OF PLANT-BASED LIFE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
28 AUG. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-145
P95-10146
TOPEX/POSEIDON COMPLETES PRIME MISS)ON
29 AUG 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-146
P95-10147
GALILEO FLYING THROUGH INTENSE DUST STORM
29 AUG 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95 147
P95-10148
SCIENTISTS DISCOVER FIRST NATURAL LASER IN
SPACE
29 AUG, 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-148
P95-10149
NASA ACHIEVES FIRST PROPULSION-CONTROLLED
LANDING OF A TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
30 AUG 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-149
P95-10150
NASA/FAA FORM PARTNERSHIP TO IMPROVE AIR
TRANSPORTATION EFFICIENCY
11 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-150
P95-10151
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
RESEARCH
11 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-151
P95-10152
NEW SOLAR-POWERED ALTITUDE RECORD SET IN
NASA TEST FLIGHT
13 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-152
P95-10153
SPACE-AGE FORCEPS COULD MAKE INFANT
DELIVERY SAFER
18 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-153
I)95-10154
NASA MINORITY CONTRACTORS OF THE YEAR
NAMED
18 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-154
P95-10155
NASA CHARTS COURSE FOR FIRST NEW
MILLENNIUM FLIGHT
19 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-155
P95-10156
ASTRONAUTS PRECOURT, LAWRENCE HEAD TO
RUSSIA
20 SEP. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-156
1>95-10157
PHYSICS EXPERIMENT TO FLY ON SPACE STATION
20 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-157
1>95-10158
NASA RECEIVES OVER 40 RESPONSES OF
INTEREST FROM INDUSTRY FOR SHUTTLE PROGRAM
RESTRUCTURING EFFORT
22 SEP 1995 9p NASA RELEASE-95-158
P95-10159
SCIENTISTS SAY EL NINO CAN NOW BE PREDICTED
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
22 SEP 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-159
P95-10160
NASA INSTRUMENT ILLUMINATES LINKS BETWEEN
LIGHTNING, TORNADOES
25 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-160
P95-10161
US STRUCTURE FOR INTERNATIONAL SPACE
STATION COMPLETED
26 SEP 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-161
P95-10162
NASA'S X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER TO STUDY THE
VIOLENT UNIVERSE




PIONEER 11 TO END OPERATIONS AFTER EPIC
CAREER
29 SEP. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-163
1=95-10164
SPARTAN 201 SUCCESSFULLY ACCOMPLISHED
MISSION
29 SEP. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-164
P95-10185
'WORLD-CLASS' ADVANCED SPACE CONCEPTS
SOLICITED
29 SEP. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-165
I}95-10166
ASTRONAUT CHARLES LACY VEACH DIES
3 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-166
I)95-10167
NEW RESEARCH ANNOUNCEMENT PROCESS WILL
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS
3 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-167
1>95-10168
NASA SCIENTISTS GO 'ONLINE FROM JUPITER'
4 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-168
P95.10169
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTS LET STUDENTS FLY
HIGH
4 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95.169
I)95-10170
IUE OPERATIONS TRANSFERRED TO EUROPE,
ENDING AN ERA
5 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-170
I)95-10171
TOUTATIS ONE OF THE STRANGEST OBJECTS IN
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
5 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95.171
1=95-10172
SATURN MOON MYSTERY CONTINUES: COULD
HUBBLE HAVE DISCOVERED SHATTERED
SATELLITES?
5 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-172
P95-10173
COMMANDER. PILOT ROUND OUT STS-78 CREW
6 OCT. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-173
1=95-10174
NASA SELECTS PHASE II SMALL BUSINESS
PROJECTS
10 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-174
P95.10175
NASA FLIGHT TESTING BEGINS FOR F-18 NOSE
STRAKES
10 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-175
1=95-10176
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT EXHAUST
MEASUREMENTS TO HELP FUTURE OZONE,
AIRCRAFT STUDIES
10 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-176
P95.10177
GOLDIN TO KICK OFF 'TECH 2005' CONFERENCE
IN CHICAGO
11 OCT. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-177
1395-10178
HUBBLE SEES MATERIAL EJECTED FROM COMET
HALE-BOPP
11 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-178
1=95-10179
NASA PIONEER WALTER C. WILLIAMS DIES
11 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-179
1>95-10180
NASA/AIR FORCE SIGN COST-SAVING SUPPORT
SERVICES AGREEMENT
11 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-180
P95.10181
STUDENTS PREPARE NEW KIDSAT PAYLOAD TO
FLY ON SPACE SHUTFLE
11 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-181
P95.10182
GALILEO SPACECRAFT ANOMALY BEING
INVESTIGATED
12 OCT. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-182
F-4
P95.10183
NASA ANNOUNCES 1995 SBIR PHASE I SELECTIONS
18 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-183
P95-10184
NASA FLIGHTS WILL TEST BREAKTHROUGH
AIRPLANE CONCEPT
17 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-tB4
P95.10185
FIRST 'SNAPSHOT' TAKEN OF SHAPE OF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
19 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-185
I)95-10186
NASA HELPS LOUISIANA COMPANY RECYCLE TIRES
FOR OTHER USES
19 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-186
P95.10187
NASA ROCKETS TO BE LAUNCHED IN AUSTRALIAN
OUTBACK
20 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-187
1395-10188
GALILEO SPACECRAFT TAPE RECORDER TO BE
TESTED
20 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-188
I)95-10189
NASA AND CNES SELECT SCIENCE
INVESTIGATIONS FOR COMET LANDER
23 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-189
P9,5.10190
EMBRYONIC STARS EMERGE FROM INTERSTELLAR
'EGGS'
2 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-190
P95-10181
ASTRONAUT LAWRENCE TO REMAIN IN UNITED
STATES
24 OCT, 1995 1p NASA RELEASE-95-191
P95.10192
U.S. SHUTTLE ATLANTIS AND RUSSIAN SPACE
STATION MIR SET FOR SECOND MEETING IN SPACE
NOV. 1995 55p NASA RELEASE-95-192
I)95-10193
GALILEO ON TRACK AFTER TAPE RECORDER
RECOVERY
26 OCT, 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-193
I)95-10194
HISTORIC NASA WIND TUNNEL IS RETIRED
27 OCT 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95.194
I)95-1019 I;
REVOLUTIONARY NEW MINIATURE SENSOR
SYSTEM DEVELOPED
27 OCT. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-195
P95.10196
SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS SELECTED FOR 1998
MARS MISSIONS
30 OCT. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-196
P95.10197
TESTS MAY PROVIDE INSIGHT ON SEVERE
WEATHER EFFECTS ON AIRCRAFT
1 NOV, 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-197
P95.10198
NASA/FAA TESTING NEW AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
TOOLS AT DENVER AIRPORT
2 NOV, 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-198
P95.10199
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 PHASE H RESEARCH
PROPOSAL SELECTIONS
3 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-199
1=95-10200
NASA BEGINS SERIES OF LIVE EDUCATION
TELECASTS
3 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-g5-200
P95-10201
FROM ANCIENT EARTH TO MODERN FLOODS.
SPACE RADAR FINDINGS OFFER NEW INSIGHTS ON
THE CHANGING FACE OF OUR HOME PLANET
6 NOV. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-g5-201
P95-10202
SPACE DISTURBANCE DETECTED BY NASA
SATELLITE BEFORE REACHING EARTH
6 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-202
1=95-10203
ICE CAUSE OF X-31 CRASH
7 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-g5-203
P95-10204
SURFSAT SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCHED INTO SPACE
7 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-204
I)95-10205
NASA TO PURSUE NON-COMPETITIVE SHUTTLE
CONTRACT WITH U.S. ALLIANCE
7 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-205
1=95.10206
NASA SELECTS FUSE MISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT
13 NOV. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-206
I)95-10207
GALILEO'S MISSION AT JUPITER POISED TO BEGIN
DEC. 1995 40p NASA RELEASE-95-207
P95.10208
COSMIC RAY MYSTERY MAY BE SOLVED
21 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-208
1=95-10209
COMET SAMPLE RETURN MISSION PICKED AS NEXT
DISCOVERY FLIGHT
22 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-209
I)95-10210
NASA AWARDS LIFE AND BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
RESEARCH GRANTS
28 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-g5.210
P95.10211
NASA SCIENTISTS GAIN INSIGHT INTO DEADLY
DISEASE
28 NOV. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-211
1>95-10212
ASTRONOMERS ANNOUNCE FIRST CLEAR
EVIDENCE OF A BROWN DWARF
29 NOV. 1995 4p NASA RELEASE-95.212
I)95-10213
YVONNE FREEMAN APPOINTED PROVOST OF
CLARK ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
29 NOV. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-213
1=95.10214
NASA ANNOUNCES 1994 STTR PHASE II
SELECTIONS
4 DEC. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-214
P95.10215
GALILEO CROSSES BOUNDARY INTO JUPITER'S
ENVIRONMENT
1 DEC. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-215
P95.10216
HUBBLE FINDS NEW BLACK HOLE AND
UNEXPECTED MYSTERIES
4 DEC. 1995 3p NASA RELEASE-95-216
I=95.10217
RETRIEVAL OF TWO RESEARCH SATELLITES, TWO
SPACEWALKS HIGHLIGHT NASA'S FIRST SHUT-I"LE
MISSION OF 1996
JAN. 1996 38p NASA RELEASE-95-217
P95-10218
NEW DEVICE REMOVES DEADLY CARBON
MONOXIDE
15 DEC. 1995 lp NASA RELEASE-95-218
P95-10219
X-33 DRAFT COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT NOTICED
ISSUED
15 DEC. 1995 2p NASA RELEASE-95-219
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